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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE
FOR THE CC3 COMPUTER MODELS OF THE CONCEPT
FOR DISPOSAL OF CANADA'S NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE

by

K.D. Dougan

ABSTRACT

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is assessing a concept for disposing
of CANDU reactor fuel waste in a vault deep in plutonic rock of the
Canadian Shield. A computer program called the Systems Variability
Analysis Code (SYVAC) was developed as an analytical tool for the
postclosure (long-term) assessment of the concept, and for environmental
assessments of other systems. SYVAC3, the third generation of the code, is
an executive program that directs repeated simulation of the disposal
system, which is described by the CC3 (C_anadian Concept, generation 3_)
model. The CC3 model is comprised of the disposal vault submodel, the
local geosphere submodel and the biosphere submodel.

The CC3 Programmer's Guide describes the programming philosophy and
programming conventions not covered in the project standards. The guide
includes a description of the overall logic for the CC3 vault, geosphere,
and biosphere submodels. Each of the CC3 submodels is also isolated from
the other two submodels to create autonomous or "stand-alone" submodels.
The techniques used to isolate a CC3 submodel, and in particular to
determine the submodel's input and output data interface, are described.
Structure charts are provided for the CC3 model and stand-alone submodels.

This guide is meant as a companion document to the CC3 User's Manual. This
guide does not describe how to use the CC3 software. The user should
consult the CC3 User's Manual to determine how to configure, compile, link,
and run the CC3 source code, as well as how to modify the data in the input
files. It is intended that the CC3 code version CC305 be executed with
SYVAC3 version SV309 and the Modelling Algorithm Library (ML3) version
ML303, both developed for the assessment of the concept. SYVAC3-CC3-ML3
(also referred to as "SC3") can be run on any platform containing an ANSI
FORTRAN 77 compliant compiler. Recommended hardware environments are
specified in the CC3 User's Manual.
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GUIDE DU PROGRAMMEUR POUR LES MODÈLES DE CALCUL CC3
ÉTABLIS POUR L'ÉVALUATION DU CONCEPT DE STOCKAGE PERMANENT

DES DÉCHETS DE COMBUSTIBLE NUCLÉAIRE CANADIEN

par

К.D. Dougan

RÉSUMÉ

Énergie atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) évalue un concept de stockage
permanent des déchets de combustible des réacteurs CANDU"0 dans une
enceinte construite à grande profondeur dans la roche plutonique du
Bouclier canadien. Le programme de calcul SYVAC (Programme de calcul
pour l'analyse de la variabilité des systèmes) a été mis au point pour
servir d'outil d'analyse dans l'évaluation du concept après fermeture
(à long terme) et dans les évaluations environnementales d'autres
systèmes. Le SYVAC3, troisième génération du programme, est un
programme superviseur qui régit la simulation répétée du système de
stockage, lequel est représenté par les modèles CC3 (Concept canadien,
génération 3_) . Le modèle CC3 comprend le sous-modèle de l'enceinte de
stockage permanent, le sous-modèle de la géosphère at le sous-modèle de
la biosphère.

Le Guide du programmeur du modèle CC3 décrit le principe et les
conventions de programmation qui n'ont pas été traitées dans les normes
sur le projet. Le guide donne une description de la logique globale
pour les sous-modèles CC3 de l'enceinte, de la géosphère et de la
biosphère. Les trois sous-modèles CC3 sont isolés les uns des autres
de sorte qu'ils sont autonomes. Les techniques utilisées pour isoler
un sous-modèle CC3, et plus particulièrement pour déterminer
l'interface des données d'entrée et de sortie des sous-modèles, sont
décrites dans le document. On donne aussi un organigramme du modèle
CC3 et des sous-modèles autonomes.

Ce guide se veut un document complémentaire au Guide de l'utilisateur
des modèles CC3. Toutefois, il n'indique pas la manière d'utiliser le
logiciel CC3. L'utilisateur doit consulter le Guide de l'utilisateur
des modèles CC3 pour savoir comment configurer, compiler, relier et
exécuter le programme source du CC3 et comment modifier les données des
fichiers entrée. La version CC305 du programme CC3 doit être exécutée
avec la version SV309 du SYVAC3 et avec la version ML303 de la
Bibliothèque d'algorithmes de modélisation ML3 qui ont été mises au
point pour l'évaluation du concept. Le programme SYVAC3-CC3-ML3 (aussi
appelé SC3) peut être exécuté sur toute plate-forme équipée d'un
compilateur adaptatif ANSI FORTRAN 77. Le Guide de l'utilisateur des
modèles CC3 précise aussi les configurations machines recommandées.

Évaluation de l'impact sur l'environnement et de la sûreté
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Pinawa (Manitoba) ROE 1L0
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Preface

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of the CC3 Programmer's Guide is to discuss:

- programming philosophy applied during development,
- programming conventions used during development which are not part of
the project standards,

- structure and overall logic of the CC3 model,
- how to locate design and source code algorithms that correspond to
particular mathematical equations, which are described in CC3 analysis
specifications,

- how to isolate (for possible re-use) a portion of the CC3 model
software by determining the input and output (or interface) data flow,

- definition and purpose of a CC3 stand-alone submodel, which is a
valuable programming and debugging tool used during software
development,

- how to identify, from existing analysis specifications, the interface
data flowing in to and out of the CC3 stand-alone submodels,

- overall logic, program structure, and directory contents for each CC3
stand-alone submodel,

- how to compile, link, and execute a stand-alone model using VAX DCL
"*.COM" command procedures.

Software development tools (such as AUD, UNITCK, INSDEF) are discussed in
the SYVAC Software Development (SSD) project procedures.

To make revisions to the CC3 software, the reader should have some
knowledge of the contents of CC3 analysis and design documentation. A
description of the contents of, and standards for, CC3 documentation can be
found in the project standards. Any discussion of the software engineering
practices applied during development of the CC3 software (such as change
control, configuration management, testing and good programming practice)
are included in the project procedures and will not be repeated here.

This guide will discuss submodel processes and features in general terms
only. Detailed descriptions of CC3 functions are found in the CC3
biosphere, geosphere, and vault analysis specifications and model reports
(listed on the next page under the heading "Associated Documents").

Intended Audience
The CC3 Programmer's Guide is intended for both novice programmers who have
had little or no experience developing CC3 model software, and for advanced
programmers who have had experience developing and using CC3 software.
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Associated Documents
The Programmer's Guide is intended primarily to be used in conjunction with
the following:

CC3 User's Manual (Dougan and Wojciechowski 1995)

SYVAC3 Manual (Andres, in preparation)

The following functional specification documents describe, in detail, the
SYVAC3-CC3-ML3 (SC3) mathematical models:

SYVAC3 Parameter Distribution Package (Andres 1994)

SYVAC3 Time Series Package (Andres, in preparation)

Analysis Specifications for the CC3 Vault Model (LeNeveu 1994)

Analysis Specifications for the CC3 Geosohere Model - GEONET (Melnyk
1994)

Analysis Specifications for the CC3 Biosphere Model BIOTRAC (Szekely et
al. 1994)

Other documents relating to the development of the models can be found in:

Environmental Impact Statement on the Concept for Disposal of Canada's
Nuclear Fuel Waste (AECL 1994)

The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: Postclosure Assessment of
a Reference System (Goodwin et al. 1994)

The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: The Vault Model for
Postclosure Assessment (Johnson et al. 1994)

The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: Engineering for a Disposal
Facility (Simmons and Baumgartner 1994)

The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: The Geosphere Model for
Postclosure Assessment (Davison et al. 1994)

The Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste: The Biosphere Model.
BIOTRAC. for Postclosure Assessment (Davis et al. 1993)

Software development support programs are also available to aid in the use
of the SYVAC3-CC3-ML3 (SC3) model software. Documentation relating to the
semi-automatic generation of the SC3 input files can be found in the
following:

The SYVAC3-CC3 Database Management System. Volume 1 - Description
(Stephens and Witzke, in preparation)

The SYVAC3-CC3 Database Management System. Volume 2 - Programs PLGEN
and EPLGEN for Structuring Files and Records of the CC3 Database
(Witzke, in preparation)
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The SYVAC3-CC3 Database Management System. Volume 3 - Building input
files from the database: Programs BINGEN. SINGEN. PARMAP and REORG for
Extracting Data from the CC3 Database to Build CC3 Input Files (Witzke,
in preparation)

The SYVAC3-CC3 Database Management System. Volume 4 - Programs VERGEN.
EISGEN and UNICOM for Extracting Data from the CC3 Database for
Verification and Publication (Witzke, in preparation)

The SYVAC3-CC3 Database Management System. Volume 5 - Programs SOLGEN
and SORGEN for Extracting Data from the CC3 Database to Build CC3 Fixed
Data Files (Witzke, in preparation)

The program WRKOUT can be used to analyse simulation data that is stored in
the SYVAC3 ".OUT" binary output file:

WRKOUT User's Manual (Bera and Hajas 1993)

Conventions Us«d in this Document
Each section in this manual is identified by a version number and date,
which can be found at the top of each page. The version "nnn-wr" at the
top right corner corresponds to release "nnn" of the source code, to the
update version " w " of the documentation, and the number of revisions "r"
between versions. Just below the update version-revision number "wr" is
the date the update was made. Ensure that the release number "nnn" at the
top right of this manual corresponds to the release version of the software
you are using.

Bolded and underlined text is used to highlight notable features in the
text. Special fonts identify keywords in the main text, interactive user
input in sample sessions, and symbols used in sample input/output files.
Different font sizes are used to distinguish the main text from sample user
sessions and sample files.

Because the development of the CC3 software was predominantly carried out
in a VAX/VMS environment, sample user sessions and command files shown in
this manual assume this environment. User sessions and command files are
indicated by an upper case, indented command prompt line, and an upper
case, bolded user input, as follows:

$ REQUEST FOR INFORMATION: usnt_XNrOT (comment* If necessary)

Any comments are in lower case, braced, and follow the sample command line.
The default VMS "$" prompt is used.

Bolded text is used in describing input and output files. For example, if
a line in an output file begins with the string "output:", followed by two
integers up to three digits, and one real number of six significant
figures, then the reader might expect to see the following:

output : • « • bbb C.OOOOOD+OO (comments If necessary}

The symbols aaa, bbb and c.cccccD+cc are defined in the main text
describing the format of the file. The bolded text is meant to separate
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the model output from the output file headers and labels. The phrases
"sample user session" and "sample file" are use in the titles of figures to
put into context the holding and other special fonts.

This manual assumes the user's software uses the same directory structure
for all files as those used by the CC3 software development group. If the
environment of the user is other than VMS (e.g. UNIX, DOS), VMS directory
[...CC305.BTCODE], for example, would exist as /.../cc305/btcode in a UNIX
environment. All directory names corresponding to VMS directories are
shown in upper case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section provides:
i) an overview of the concept for disposal of Canada's nuclear fuel

waste,
ii) a description of the third generation model used to assess the

long-term safety of a design-specific and site-specific case study
of the Canadian Concept (CC3),

iii) a description of the software package which implements the CC3
model by a probabilistic assessment methodology known as systems
variability analysis (SYVAC3), and

iv) a description of how this guide is organized.
If detailed discussions of the disposal concept are required, the reader is
encouraged to review other sources, some of which are listed in the Preface
and referenced in the text below.

1.1 THE DlflPOfAE' CONCEPT

The proposed concept is a method for geological disposal of nuclear fuel
waste (AECL, 1994) in which

- the waste form is either used CANDU fuel or the solidified high-level
waste from reprocessing;

- the waste form is sealed in a container designed to last at least 500
years and possibly much longer;

- the containers of waste are emplaced in rooms in a disposal vault or in
boreholes drilled in the floor of the rooms;

- the disposal rooms are nominally 500 to 1000 m below the surface;
- the geological medium is plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield,
- each container of waste is surrounded by a buffer material,
- each room is sealed with backfill and other vault seals; and
- all tunnels, shafts, and exploration boreholes are ultimately sealed in
such a way that the disposal facility would be passively safe; that is,
long-term safety would not depend on institutional controls.

The disposal vault would consist of a network of horizontal tunnels and
disposal rooms excavated deep in the rock, with vertical shafts extending
from the surface to the tunnels. Rooms and tunnels might be excavated on
more than one level. The vault design would accommodate the rock structure,
groundwater flow system, and other subsurface conditions at the disposal
site. The disposal container and vault seals would also be designed to
accommodate the subsurface conditions at the disposal site.

1.2 THE CC3 MODELS

As there is no actual disposal site or facility design at this stage, we
have defined a reference disposal system for the purposes of conducting a
case study of the long-term safety of the concept. The reference system
comprises a vault, geosphere, and biosphere. To ensure the case study is
realistic and uses a self-consistent data set, the reference vault is based
on a conceptual engineering study (Simmons and Baumgartner 1994; Johnson et
al. 1994). The reference geosphere (Davison et al. 1994) is based on
geological observations of an actual field research area (including
detailed investigations required to locate and construct an Underground
Research Laboratory to a depth of 450 m ) . The reference biosphere (Davis
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et al. 1993) is derived from the characteristics of the surface environment
typical of the Canadian Shield.

In this way, the case study is based on a specific configuration of
engineered and natural barriers. The used fuel bundles are assumed to be
immobilized in corrosion-resistant titanium alloy containers. The
containers are placed in boreholes in the floors of vault disposal rooms.
A layer of a mixture of clay and sand surrounds the containers on all
sides, filling the boreholes. This layer, called the buffer, limits the
rate of movement of water towards the containers. A mixture of clay and
crushed rock is used to backfill the disposal rooms and the access tunnels.
The final barrier is the granite host rock formation and the materials used
to seal the shafts and exploration boreholes. The host rock contains a
well-defined groundwater flow system.

The SC3 computer program estimates the impacts of the disposal system and
identifies features important to long-term safety. This computer program
uses a system model to carry out mathematical simulations to predict the
long-term behaviour of the disposal system.

The system model is a chain of mathematical submodels utilizing site
specific information and experimental data that applies to the long-term
assessment of the conceptual disposal system. These submodels are referred
to as the CC3 model. There are separate vault, geosphere, and biosphere
submodels, with linkages to connect the vault and geosphere submodels, and
the geosphere and biosphere submodels. The three submodels and two
linkages, considered together, represent the entire waste disposal system.
The submodels and data employed are site specific, and cannot be used to
generalize about the performance of other engineered barriers or sites. In
addition to the SYVAC3 and CC3 software, there is a modelling algorithm
library (ML3) used by the vault and geosphere to solve specific
mathematical problems. Together, SYVAC3, CC3, and ML3 are referred to as
SC3.

The vault submodel (Johnson et al. 1994) simulates the release and
transport of contaminants within the vault. It includes the processes in
which groundwater entering the vault successively corrodes the titanium
containers, dissolves the waste, and transports contaminants through the
buffer and backfill into the geosphere surrounding the vault.

The link between the vault and geosphere submodels ensures that groundwater
flow near and inside the vault, and contaminant flow rates out of the
vault, are consistent with the site specific hydrogeological conditions in
the surrounding geosphere.

The geosphere submodel (Davison et al. 1994) simulates the transport of
contaminants in groundwater within the geosphere. It describes the
processes in which contaminants released from the vault pass through the
surrounding rock and discharge into the biosphere. The geosphere data can
describe fracture zones. The geosphere submodel incorporates information
obtained from the characterization of a real site. Data for the reference
site of the hypothetical disposal system is from the Whiteshell Research
Area (WRA) near the Whiteshell Laboratories, Pinawa, Manitoba. The WRA has
been intensively studied, with the result that a coherent set of physical,
chemical, and geological site data is available to use in the CC3 computer
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model. The geosphere submodel incorporates the geological characteristics
of the WRA and includes a major fracture zone extending down past the vault
plane.

The link between the geosphere and biosphere submodels ensures consistency
between groundwater and contaminant flows. It also ensures biosphere
well-water demand is compatible with the well capacity, which is calculated
in the geosphere submodel.

The biosphere submodel (Davis et al. 1993) simulates the transport, within
the surface environment, of contaminants that have arrived from the
geosphere and estimates impacts on members of the critical group. The
critical group is the hypothetical group of people assumed to live at a
time and place and in such a way that its risks from the disposal facility
would be the greatest. This group obtains all its food, water, fuel, and
building materials from the contaminated zone. The biosphere submodel does
not contain any rivers, and does not represent a coastal region. The data
used to develop the biosphere submodel was collected from inland, Canadian
Shield locations, and the submodel, therefore, is intended for this context
only. A lake is the only type of body of water included in the biosphere
submodel.

1.3 SYSTEMS VARIABILITY ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

The CC3 model is used to assess a complex disposal system, while accounting
for the uncertainty and variability of chemical, physical, and biological
processes and their interactions that could affect system performance.
This is done using systems variability analysis (SVA) (Goodwin et al.
1994) .

SVA consists of two stages: (1) development of a computer model and input
data, followed by (2) estimation of impacts.

The model is developed using information obtained from laboratory and field
research, from detailed analysis of experimental and theoretical data, and
from the knowledge of experts. This information is also used to define the
data that characterizes the important features of the system.

The system model must account for the potentially large variability of
model parameters that could affect the performance of the system. A key
feature of SVA is the use of probability density functions to specify model
parameters. For a given simulation, a set of parameter values is sampled
from their distributions and passed to the system model. The system model
can then simulate the system to produce an estimated impact. This sampling
and simulation can be repeated many times to determine the variability of
impacts.

Periodically the software used to simulate the system is frozen to capture
changes to existing features or new features. It is important that the
user combine the correct versions of SYVAC3, CC3, and ML3, to avoid
unexpected behaviour.

The CC3 model software, version 5 (also known as "CC305"), is intended for
use with SYVAC3 version 9 (i.e. "SV309") and ML3 version 3 (i.e. "ML303").
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The SYVAC3 and ML3 software packages contain many routines called by the
CC3 model.

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE CC3 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE

The purpose of the CC3 Programmer's Guide is to describe to the user the
programming philosophy, programming conventions, and techniques and tools
used when developing or revising the CC3 model software.

A change to the design and source code is initiated when the implementor is
given CC3 analysis specifications that describe the maintenance and/or
enhancement of a CC3 submodel. (A detailed description of the change
process is given in the project procedures.) The first step is typically
identification, using document search techniques and the CC3 structure
charts, of the appropriate design documents and source code files that
relate to specified function changes. Several techniques used to locate
related documentation are described.

To locate existing mathematical functions or possible location for a new
mathematical function, the user is given a general description of the
overall logic of the SC3 system and the individual CC3 submodels. Also
included are the model structure charts.

Once the relevant design documents and source code are identified for
revision or enhancement, the programmer implements the requested change.
This guide only describes the overriding philosophy and conventions that
the implementor should use when revising the CC3 software. A detailed
description of the process for updating the various products is given in
the project procedures, and a detailed description of the required
data/information and its location within each product is given in the
project standards.

Finally, the programmer is provided with descriptions of the overall logic
and structure charts for the CC3 stand-alone submodels, which are important
for debugging. The developer is shown how to develop a stand-alone
submodel by using existing CC3 function specifications. Tools to compile,
link, and execute stand-alone submodels are also given. For detailed
descriptions of the model functions or detailed algorithms, the reader can
refer to the CC3 model reports (referenced in the above sections) and the
CC3 module specifications.

Because the SC3 software development procedures and standards discuss the
project's software engineering practices, such as change control,
configuration management and testing procedures, the CC3 Programmer's Guide
does not repeat this information.
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2. LOCATING CC3 FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS RELATED TO MODULE SPECIFICATIONS
AND SOURCE CODE

To locate a specific algorithm, derived from a CC3 function specification,
the developer can search ASCII module specifications or source code files
for function specification figure numbers or keywords. The user can use
the VMS "search" command or the UNIX "grep" command to search files for
character strings.

To locate a model process or function in module specifications and source

code, the following search strategies can be used:

(1) Search CC3 module specifications for a particular analysis
specification FIGURE number. This is the most reliable search
method because module specifications are required to reference the
function specifications from which they are developed. For
example, to locate the module design documents related to the
biosphere function shown in Figure 2/1, the programmer could
search the module specifications for minispec figure number
"3.2.2.2.6". If this particular minispec number was not found
during the search, then searching for "3.2.2.2", or even "3.2.2",
might locate the parent module or higher-level module. In such a
case, the programmer could identify child modules in the
appropriate structure chart and then review potential modules for
the particular function.

(2) Search the CC3 module specifications for function specification
output "short names". For example, short name "CHKCR" is output
from biosphere minispec "3.2.2.2.6" shown in Figure 2/1. Function
specification short names were used as FORTRAN variable and
parameter names where possible. The short names could be used as
a basis for a search. However, not all short names were used in
the final implementation.

If the implemented output short name was not found during a
search, then a search for input short names (to the left of the "-
-->" arrow in the data dependency diagram) could be used. In this
example, a search using one or more of CRATIO, PYIELD, LAYRR, or
SBD could be carried out in an attempt to locate the implemented
equation.

(3) Search the CC3 module specifications for kevword(s) relating to a
function specification process name. The same (or similar)
process name, shown in the top right corner of function
specifications, may be included in the description included at the
top of module specifications. For example, character strings
"high plant", "plant", "concentration", or "warning" could be used
to identify potential modules relating to biosphere specification
"3.2.2.2.6" in Figure 2/1.
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3. STRUCTURE AND OVERALL LOGIC OF THE CC3 MODEL SOFTWARE

This section shows the overall structure of the CC3 design and source code
modules. Detailed program logic is found in the module specifications.
Structure charts aid the programmer in quickly determining the calling
structure of the modules and any related (parent, sibling, and child)
modules.

Except for the SC3 diagram shown in the next section, the CC3 structure
charts shown in this document are too large to fit on one 11 by 17 inch
page. Therefore, each CC3 structure chart has been broken up into two or
more figures, depending on the particular size of each chart. The left-
most portion of a particular structure chart is shown in the first figure,
followed by the subsequent portions, moving from left to right, in the
figures following the first.

In piecing together figures belonging to a single chart, a "mini-chart" is
placed on each figure, typically near the bottom of each figure. The
section of the mini-chart within the red box indicates the portion of the
chart being shown in the figure. Also, the high-level modules are labelled
on the mini-chart.

Individual modules are coloured according to the software package they
belong to. A colour legend is included with each figure.

The argument lists for modules with a large number of passed variables,
typically more than 7 variables, appear directly above the module. An
identifier, made up of a number and an asterisk (eg. "1 " ) , is placed on
the top of the module box (where the argument list normally appears), and
the same identifier, along with the argument list, is placed at the top of
the chart (corresponding to the displaced list of argument variables).

The standards for the CC3 structure charts are included in the project
standards and are not repeated here.

3.1 SIMPLIFIED SYVAC3-CC3 ALGORITHM

Figure 3.1/1 shows a simplified structure diagram of SC3. (For a detailed
SYVAC3 structure chart, see the SYVAC3 Manual.) SYVAC3 and CC3 are each
composed of close to 200 modules, too many to fit in one reasonably-sized
figure. Actual SYVAC3 and CC3 modules are represented with boxes having
solid lines ( ). For the remainder of the SYVAC3 and CC3 modules,
their overall functions have been summarized and included in dashed (- - -)
boxes.

Figure 3.1/1 also shows the SYVAC3/CC3 "interface" modules, which include
IDMODL, RINCL, SELECT, DEPPAR, INITCQ, INITDP, SIMLAT, and RETPAR. Module
IDMODL assigns a two-character string to identify the version of CC3. For
example, IDMODL would contain the string '05' for CC3 05. The modules
RINCL, SELECT, INITDP, INITCQ, and RETPAR initialize and access all
sampled, calculated, and consequence common block parameters listed in the
"SP*.INC", "DP*.INC", and "CQ*.INC" include files. Sampled, calculated,
and consequence parameters should also be listed in the "*.INP" main input
file. Modules DEPPAR and SIMLAT call CC3 modules to calculate time-series
independent and dependent parameter values.
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The overall SC3 algorithm is as follows:
(1) SYVAC3 reads the "*.INP" main input file to obtain:

- a list of all sampled parameters, including their probability
distributions and sampling methods,

- a list of all calculated and consequence parameters,

- case control information, such as output files to be generated, time
series control parameters, and

- a list of the nuclide chains to be simulated.

The CC3 version number, included in module IDMODL, is used in the
header of all output files.

(2) SYVAC3 reads, using module RINCL, CC3 "SP*.INC" sampled, "DP*.INC"
calculated, and "CQ*.INC" consequence include files. SYVAC3 determines
if there are any discrepancies between parameters listed in the main
input file and in the include file common blocks.

(3) SYVAC3 calls, module SELECT to assign values to all sampled parameters,
and to initialize all calculated and consequence parameters.
- SELECT calls SYVAC3 module ASSVAL, which uses the probability

distributions and sampling method information from the main input
file, to assign values to sampled parameters in "SP*.INC" common
blocks.

- all calculated parameters in "DP*.INC" common blocks are first
initialized to zero by module INITDP, then any time series
independent calculations are made.

- all "CQ*.INC" consequence parameters are initialized to zero by
module INITCQ.

(4) SYVAC3 calls module SIMLAT which calls the CC3 models. The remainder
of the calculated parameters, as well as the consequence parameters are
assigned values based on results of time series dependent calculations.
SIMLAT simulates only one nuclide at a time in chain order. (Nuclides
are listed in the main input file). The CC3 sub-models are designed to
calculate all time series for one nuclide before moving on to the next
nuclide in the chain. If, during simulation of a particular nuclide
any parent nuclide information is required, then this information must
be stored during simulation of the parent nuclide (during the previous
iteration of the nuclide loop). Information generated while simulating
a particular nuclide is stored for its child and is used when the child
nuclide is simulated (i.e. during the next iteration of the nuclide
loop).

(5) After all nuclide chains have been simulated, SYVAC3 writes (depending
on output requested by the user) the sampled, calculated, and
consequence parameter values, and time series data, to output files,
using the module RETPAR. At this point SYVAC3 can wrap up the
execution, or control can return to step (3) above where another
simulation can begin with new sampled data.

Figure 3.1/1 is not meant to conform with project standards, unlike all
other structure charts presented in this manual. It is meant to describe
the overall SC3 structure and algorithm.
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3.2 CALCULATING TIME SERIES INDEPENDENT VALUES: DEPPAR STRUCTURE CHART

Calculated parameters under DEPPAR are variables whose values are
calculated according to function specification equations which do not
involve time. The inputs to time-independent equations are constants,
sampled parameter values, and other calculated parameter values. All
modules called from module DEPPAR are shown in Figures 3.2/1 and 3.2/2.
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3.3

Chain-dependent parameter and time series calculations are carried out
under the SYVAC3/CC3 interface module SIMLAT. The SIMLAT structure chart
(Figures 3.3/1 and 3.3/2) is a top-level structure chart for other CC3
structure charts, including the vault (SIMVLT), geosphere (SIMGEO),
biosphere (SIMBIO), and biosphere consequence (BIOCQ1 and BIOCQ2) structure
charts. Page connectors on the bottom of several module boxes indicate
that the calling structure is continued from the SIMLAT chart onto another
structure chart.

The purpose of SIMLAT and its child modules are to, according to model
equations that involve time, simulate the vault, geosphere and biosphere,
and calculate consequences.

SIMLAT

The biosphere model may be called twice under SIMLAT. The biosphere model
is first called by SIMDCF, which simulates the biosphere model with unit
input. The results from this first biosphere simulation are used by the
vault model to determine if there is sufficient vault inventory to carry
out a full simulation with the submodels. If results from SIMDCF and
GEOBND indicate that a minimum threshold dose would be reached, SIMBIO is
called again with input from the geosphere model, after calls to SIMVLT and
SIMGEO.

SIMVLT

The vault time series calculations are carried out by the modules shown in
Figures 3.3/3 to 3.3/6 inclusive. The chart has been broken into portions
to highlight different vault functions:

- Figure 3.3/3 shows modules related to calculation of sector independent
nuclide parameter information (NUCINF), determination of nuclide
precursor information (PREINF), simulation of instant release from the
wasteform (SIMINS), calculation of mass transfer coefficients for each
vault sector (SECPAR), simulation of restricted release into the buffer
(SIMWF), and simulation of congruent release from the wasteform
(SIMCON).

- Figure 3.3/4 shows modules related to simulation of precipitation of
nuclides inside the containers (SIMPCP).

- Figure 3.3/5 shows modules related to a check on the expected dose from
the vault (CHKDOS), and simulation of container failure (SIMCNT).

- Figure 3.3/6 shows modules related to simulation of nuclide mass
transfer in the buffer and backfill (SIMBUF) and vault consequences
(VLTCQ).

The vault submodel uses the Modelling Algorithm Library (ML3), which is
separate from CC3. In particular, the simulation of mass transfer in the
buffer and the backfill uses ML3 extensively, shown by the page connectors
on the bottom of modules IRAVG and INSRES in Figure 3.3/6. A structure
chart of ML3 is included in the Appendix.
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SIMGEO

Figure 3.3/7 shows modules utilized by the geosphere submodel. Note that
the geosphere submodel connects to ML3, indicated by the page connector on
module INSRES. A structure chart of ML3 is included in the Appendix.

SIMBIO

Biosphere time series calculations are carried out by modules shown in
Figures 3.3/8 to 3.3/12 inclusive. The biosphere chart is broken into
portions which highlight different biosphere functions:

- Figure 3.3/8 shows modules related to simulation of the lake (SIMLAK)
and simulation of transport of aqueous contaminants in the atmosphere
(SIMATA).

- Figure 3.3/9 shows modules related to simulation of the soil (SMSOIL).
- Figure 3.3/10 shows modules related to simulation of nuclide transport
through lake sediment (SIMSED), simulation of transport of terrestrial
contaminants in the atmosphere (SIMATT), and summation of previously
calculated atmospheric contaminants (SUMATM).

- Figure 3.3/11 shows a portion of the modules related to simulation of
dose (SIMDOS). In particular, Figure 3.3/11 shows modules related to
conversion of contaminant concentrations to activity units (CVTCON),
calculation of activity of nuclides in the atmosphere (AIRACT),
calculation of man's internal dose from tritium (HYDDOS), calculation
of man's internal dose from food pathways (FODDOS), and conversion of
man's iodine intake to dose (CVTIDS).

- Figure 3.3/12 shows the remainder of the modules related to simulation
of dose (SIMDOS) which are not shown in Figure 3.3/11. In particular,
modules related to calculation of the groundwater dilution limit
possible for doses (GLOWT1) and calculation of man's dose due to
external routes (EXTDOS), which includes the external dose due to
building materials (BLDDOS).

BIOCO1/BIOCO2

The biosphere consequence calculations are performed in two parts. First,
consequences for each nuclide are calculated inside the nuclide loop in
module SIMLAT with a call to BIOCQ1. After all nuclides have been
simulated and program control has exited the nuclide loop in SIMLAT, SIMLAT
calls module BIOCQ2 to calculate consequences requiring values from all
nuclide simulations.

- Figure 3.3/13 shows a portion of the modules used to calculate
biosphere consequences for each nuclide (BIOCQ1). In particular, shown
are the modules used to calculate the highest doses from biosphere
pathways (RANKCQ) and modules used to calculate soil compartment
concentrations and food chain consequences (FODCHN).

- Figure 3.3/14 shows the remainder of modules related to the calculation
of biosphere consequences not shown in Figure 3.3/12. In particular,
the modules related to the biosphere mass balance calculations are
shown (BIOMSB). Also shown are modules used outside the SIMLAT nuclide
loop (BIOCQ2).
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FIGURE 3.3/13: Part 1 of 2 of the BIOCQ1 structure chart. This figure shows a portion of
the modules used to calculate biosphere consequences for each nuclide (BIOCQ1). In
particular, shown are the modules used to calculate the highest doses from biosphere
pathways (RANKCQ) and modules used to calculate soil compartment concentrations and
food chain consequences (FODCHN).
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4. REVISING THE CC3 MODEL SOFTWARE

The purpose of this section is to discuss the programming philosophy and
programming conventions typically used in the project.

This guide does not describe how to revise or create specific products for
each step in the development process as they are described in the project
procedures. Information to create or revise a particular product is found
in the project standards. Typically, all that is needed to create or
revise many of the products is an ASCII editor.

Some products (such as analysis specifications or structures charts) are
created by specific software packages (such as DECdesign or CorelDraw).
Because the use of a specific package is more adequately covered by the
vendors' user manuals, and because development of a particular product may
be superseded with a newer version or different package, this guide does
not attempt to describe the detailed use of specific software tools or
packages.

4.1 PROGRAMMING PHILOSOPHY

It is the philosophy of this project that standardization of practices and
products improves the quality attributes of the software. The purpose of
this section is to discuss the following quality attributes: reliability,
correctness, portability, maintainability, modifiability, testability,
understandability, usability, re-usability, and efficiency.

This software project complies with the principles of the CSA N286.7
Standard (CSA 1994) . Where available, the CSA definitions for quality
attributes are used. In the absence of any CSA N286.7 definitions, IEEE
(1990, 1988, 1983) definitions are used.

4.1.1 Reliability

RELIABILITY - Probability that the program will perform its intended
function without failure. A failure is defined by IEEE (1988, 1983) as
(1) the inability of a functional unit to perform its required function
when operating within specified limits because of function termination,
and (2) an event in which a system or system component does not perform
a required function within specified limits.

Failures can be detected during formal testing (where the ability to
produce specified outputs, sufficiently precise to satisfy their intended
use, from specified inputs is tested), and during typical use by the end-
user. Correctness is discussed later in Section A.1.2.

As implied by the above referenced IEEE Standards, reliability is not an
attribute that can be measured before testing and normal use. Measures of
defects and failures can be used as primitive units for predicting
reliability. Tracking of these primitive units over time should allow
developers to predict a further rate of decline, assuming the development
process remains unchanged. A typical reliability metric which may be
tracked over time is mean time between failures (MTBF). A defect or
failure is detected during the development process and through normal user
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application. A failure rate cannot be predicted without some historical
data.

A quantifiable level of reliability cannot be predicted simply by
completely and correctly implementing from specifications or by choosing
particular activities for the software development process. Because of
oversight and the large amount of information to be handled during
development of large software programs, 100% reliability (i.e. absolute
perfection) is very unlikely. Therefore, reliability cannot be predicted
based on methodology and without executing the software. However,
reliability can be enhanced qualitatively before development begins by
carefully planning the development process. By striving to improve quality
attributes of the software, the resulting software should have improved
reliability compared to software not developed under a defined process.

To enhance reliability of the CC3 source code, a series of checking modules
are executed after data has been sampled and again before simulation with
time series begins. These modules check that the sampled parameter values
(sampled from the distributions described in the "SV*.INP" main input file)
and calculated time series independent values are valid for the chosen
models. If a value is sampled or calculated that is outside its valid
range, the simulation may not be completed and the user is given a warning
or error message.

4.1.2 Correctnagg

CORRECTNESS - The extent to which the computer program is free from
design and coding defects (CSA 1994) .

Correctness is improved through inspection, review, and testing.
Correctness should not be confused with reliability. Although a design,
for example, may be shown to be a correct and complete implementation of
the function specification, the software may still be unreliable due to an
oversight in analysis or design. Therefore, correctness refers only to the
portion of the problem space analysed using inspection, review, and
testing. Because the entire problem space cannot be tested (because the
software cannot be tested with all possible combinations of input data and
all possible function interactions), one cannot say with absolute certainty
that the software is 100% reliable.

The purpose of visual inspection and the application of software
development tools is to detect defects early in the development process.
The inspection process attempts to ensure:

- analysis and design algorithms are correctly transcribed into design
and source code algorithms, respectively;

- all analysis and design documentation style and format is consistent
with project standards; and

- each step in the development process is properly completed and
documented, including the use of project development tools such as the
unit checker (to ensure SI units balance in mathematical equations),
the variable definition insertion tool (which automatically inserts
definitions from a single database), and the FORTRAN auditor (which
performs a static analysis of the code and checks compliance with ANSI
FORTRAN 77). (The above mentioned tools are described in the project
procedures.)
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Consistent documentation format and coding standards also improve
readability.

The purpose of testing is to find defects and ensure correctness of
implementation by methodically testing all modules, all functions, and the
complete system. Although testing is not exhaustive, it helps to identify
defects.

4.1.3 Portability. Maintainability and Modiflabiltv

The software attributes discussed in this section are related in that they
measure changes or potential for making changes to the software itself, or
changes in the environment in which the software is used. Portability,
maintainability, and modifiability are defined as follows:

PORTABILITY - The ease with which a computer program can be transferred
from one computer system or environment to another (CSA 1994) .

MAINTAINABILITY/MODIFIABILITY - The extent to which defects, the causes
of failures, can be located and corrected, and the extent to which
efficiency or functionality of existing software can be improved or
enhanced (IEEE 1990) .

The CC3 source code is intended to be as portable and as maintainable as
possible. The software should execute on as many hardware platforms as
possible and under as many different operating environments as possible.
No hardware specific or operating system specific functions are referenced
in the CC3 source code. To enhance portability, a programming language was
chosen for which there is a recognized standard. With a few exceptions,
the CC3 source code complies with the ANSI X39-1978 FORTRAN77 Standard.
The exceptions are discussed in the project standards.

No "hardcoding" of data is used in the CC3 source code, to enhance
maintainability. Integer and real values are not entered into the
procedural body of a module. Only variable names are used in the body.
Restricting, where possible, the procedural body of a module to just
variable names not only enhances maintainability, it also reduces the
likelihood of errors. By not allowing, for example, integer values in
argument lists, it is not possible for a value to be reassigned another
value (eg. 4 = 3 ) , as allowed in ANSI FORTRAN 77. The use of values are,
however, used in condition statements, which is the exception to the above
rule.

To enhance modifiability, values are assigned to variables in only a few
locations. Values assigned to variables come from a single source, either
an input file, an INCLUDE file, or a DATA statement. DATA statements are
used to assign values to local variables that may be referenced several
times within a single module. As stated in the project standards, all DATA
statements can be found at the end of the declaration section of a module
and just before the beginning of the procedural body.

The use of INCLUDE files also improves maintainability and modifiability.
Globally referenced integer and real variables (declared with the COMMON
statement), dimensioning parameters (declared with the PARAMETER
statement), and globally referenced character strings (where values are
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assigned with the DATA statement) need only be added, removed, or modified
in one location if they are declared in an INCLUDE file. Include files are
given the extension ".INC". Once a change is made to one include file,
affected modules need only be recompiled to affect the change. The use of
include files ensures consistent declaration and assignment of values to
variables referenced throughout the CC3 source code.

Another application of the "one variable, one location" strategy involves
the location and assignment of variable definitions. Variable definitions
are maintained in a data dictionary, and the definitions are inserted
automatically to modules with the project tool INSDEF (see the project
procedures). The variables are listed in alphabetical order so possible
conflicts can be quickly identified and avoided. The tool DDMERG can also
identify definition conflicts when two or more data dictionaries are merged
into a larger, single dictionary. (The project data dictionary is a merger
of the SYVAC3, ML3, and CC3 submodel data dictionaries.) A variable can
have only one definition, even if it is used locally in one module. This
eliminates the possibility of confusion and the resulting incorrect use of
two variables. Because each variable definition includes an SI unit, unit
balances in model equations are also easily detected with the unit checking
tool UNITCK. Unit checking is particularly useful when model equations are
modified.

Finally, traceability of analysis, design, and implementation documentation
aids maintenance. Function specification figure numbers are cited in
design documentation, and the same variable names are typically used in
the module design and source code. This feature allows maintainers to
quickly identify related documents. A developer/maintainer can use the VMS
search command to search for figure numbers, variable names, and keywords
(as discussed in Section 2). If needed, the CC3 structure chart can also
be used to identify related (parent, sibling, child) modules affected by
any change.

4.1.4 Testability

TESTABILITY - The degree to which the software can be tested to verify
that the software satisfies specified requirements (CSA 1994).

Complete function specifications, test plans, and procedures must be
available to properly test the software. How easily a test plan can be
developed also depends on:

SIMPLICITY - the provision of implementation of functions in the
most understandable manner (usually avoidance of practices that
increase complexity). (IEEE 1993)
MODULARITY - the extent to which a software unit has maximal
cohesion with minimal coupling (Myers 1975; Bowen et al. 1983;
Fenton 1991) . Cohesion is the extent to which the components in
an individual module are needed to perform a particular task.
Coupling is the extent to which a module is interdependent on data
shared with or passed between other modules.

There are three levels of testing in the SSD Project: (1) module testing,
(2) function testing, and (3) system testing. There is also some degree of
function and system testing done during implementation and integration. To
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allow for reasonable ease in performing these tests, emphasis is placed on
producing understandable analysis and design documentation, and modular,
well-structured algorithms.

Simplicity and modularity of a module directly affect how easily module
testing can be carried out. Internal module complexity can be reduced by:

- reducing/eliminating the number of "jumps" in and out of loops,
- avoiding excessively deep nesting in an algorithm,
- eliminating multiple entrance and exits,
- maintaining a top-down flow of the algorithm,
- maintaining a "reasonable" Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe 1976; IEEE

1988), and
- eliminating an excessively large number of possible pathways through a
module.

At the same time, modularity and simplicity should not be taken to extremes
(by producing a very large number of excessively simple modules containing
only a few line of source code). In the absence of a quality control
program, a certain amount of judgement may have to be used to avoid
developing excessively simple or overly complex modules.

Modularity and program structure directly affect how easily function
testing can be carried out. A function, specified in analysis documents,
may be contained in one or more modules. If software is developed in a
top-down structure, then testing a function should be relatively straight
forward. If modules in a function test also contain portions of other
functions (function "overlap"), then this weakness in functional cohesion
may complicate the testing. Other types of "weak" cohesion include:

- temporal cohesion - a module containing more than one function where
the functions are related only in that they must be executed within the
same time span,

- communicational cohesion - a module containing more than one function
where the functions are related only in that they share the same data,
or where successive functions pass data among themselves within the
module and not through argument lists (making accessibility by the
function tester difficult), and

- logical cohesion - a module performing more than one function and the
functions are only logically related (e.g. initializing all data).

Weak cohesion can lead to increased difficulty in function testing because
it may be difficult to isolate a single, complete function. A functionally
cohesive module performs a single well defined function and allows the
tester to easily access the input and output.

Strong coupling (with a large volume and variety of data being passed) may
also make testing difficult. Ideally, the weakest coupling is achieved
with modules communicating directly with each other through argument lists.
While it is not always practical to eliminate the use of COMMON blocks, the
number of variables per COMMON block should be minimized and they should be
related to a single (or small number of) model function(s). During a
module and function test, the test not only includes the monitoring of used
variables, but also the monitoring of variables not to be accessed.
Excessively large COMMON blocks can reduce the efficiency of testing.

Module communication through arguments lists is explicit whereas
communication through COMMON blocks is implicit. This can lead to errors
if communications are not properly developed and maintained. For example,
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if one module is not recompiled with a revised COMMON block, then there is
no guarantee that the module will access the correct location in the COMMON
block (i.e. the module will still have the "old" definition of the COMMON
block). The SC3 project has tried to reduce the potential for errors by
placing COMMON block definitions in "*.INC" include files. This requires
that all modules using a particular include file must be recompiled, which,
while an improvement, may not be a completely error-free process.

The ease in carrying out a system test depends largely on good
documentation of the major program functions and options to be exercised.

4.1.5

UNDERSTANDABILITY - the clarity of the code's functions, as derived
from use of standard control structures, simplicity, conciseness
(minimum repeated code but not excessively fragmented), consistency (in
format, notation, structure), and communicativeness (comments,
meaningful mnemonics, clearly annotated inputs and outputs).

To improve understandability, format and style standards are used (see the
project standards), and any conventions have been documented (see section
4.1.6 below). Formatting standards specify, for example, indentation used
to indicate the use of a control structure, such as an IF or DO loop.
Application of indentation and other formatting standards throughout the
program reduces the effort needed to review and understand algorithms.
Through application of standards, the programmer can expect to see the same
style and format in every source code component.

4.1.6 Usability. Ra-ugabllltv, and Efficiency

The attributes in this section are grouped because they affect those not
involved with the development of the software, including end-users and
other software developers.

USABILITY - the ease with which one can learn about and operate the
program, and prepare input and interpret output; the flexibility
allowed in input, functions performed, and data storage; and the help
provided to the user encountering errors due to input, hardware, or
software.

Because much of the format of the input and output data is predetermined by
SYVAC3, the CC3 programmer typically does not play a role in developing the
"interface." Documentation for preparation of the input data and
interpreting the output data is, however, described in the CC3 User's
Manual.

RE-USABILITY - the ease with which the program in whole or in part can
be interfaced to other programs and used in other applications.

The CC3 models are developed in a generic sense so they can be reused. For
example, the biosphere submodel is able to simulate any number of geosphere
discharge zones, provided the number is less than or equal to the
dimensioning parameter MAXLOC. If more discharge locations are required,
MAXLOC can simply be increased in the appropriate INCLUDE file and the
source code recompiled. If a module has the potential for reuse, such as a
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sorting routine, then the programmer should develop an algorithm that could
be used by other models.

EFFICIENCY - the economy of computer resource requirements to run the
program, particularly time and storage space.

Although efficiency is of relatively low importance when compared with
other quality attributes, the programmer should make decisions designed to
avoid waste of resources, and at least maintain an efficiency level that
makes use of the software practical.

4.2 PROGRAMMING CONVENTIONS

Many of the programming and formatting conventions used during the
development of the CC3 model software are discussed in the project
standards. These standards, which discuss such practices as indentation,
and location and contents of headers, are not repeated here. Software
development conventions, not discussed in the project standards, are
covered in the sections below.

4 • 2 • 1 Vairlabl* if^lna Conventions

Variable names should reflect the purpose or meaning of the values they
represent, even though the length of analysis specification short names and
FORTRAN variable names are limited to 6 ASCII characters. In an attempt to
maintain variable naming consistency between analysis and implementation,
analysis short names are, in many cases, used as the variable names in the
design documentation and source code.

At one time, it was not always possible to use the analysis short name as
the variable name. Because the three CC3 models (and their respective data
dictionaries) were developed independently, a short name might exist in
more than one submodel. When all submodels' short names were merged into
one analysis data dictionary, it was possible for one short name to have
more than one definition. As mentioned in section 4.1, Programming
Philosophy, a single CC3 data dictionary, containing all CC3 variable names
and definitions for sampled, calculated, and consequence parameters,
ensures each variable has one unique definition. Note, however, that CC3
will be used with other packages (typically SYVAC3 and ML3). Also, there
are three separate submodel data dictionaries for "local" (non-input file)
variables. Therefore, to maintain uniqueness in variable names, the
developer should check the data dictionaries of other packages for names
already in use by those packages. If a potential CC3 variable name is not
in use in the CC3 and other package data dictionaries, then the developer
may enter it into the CC3 data dictionary. If a short name cannot be used
as the variable name, the short name and variable name should be as similar
as possible.

There are conventions regarding the naming of dimensioning or looping
parameters defined in "*.INC" include files, particularly those parameters
which are used as dimensioning parameters for sampled, calculated, and
consequence parameters. A dimensioning or looping parameter name usually
begins with the string "MX", "MAX", "N", or NUM". A list of the
dimensioning parameters, stored in the CC3 data dictionary, which are used
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to automatically generate the "*.INP" main input file, can be found in
Szekely et al. (1994).

There are search techniques that can be used to locate potential
dimensioning and looping parameters. All variable declarations in CC3
"*.INC" include files are on a continued line, with the number "1" as the
continuation character in column 6. The user can globally search all
include files for "1 N", for example, to locate possible dimensioning
parameters beginning with "N". The definition of a dimensioning and
looping parameter usually contains the string "maximum number of" or
"number of". The data dictionaries can be conveniently searched for these
strings if a list of dimensioning parameters is not available.

4.2.2 Include FJLlf WMlintf ConTMtiom

Without exception, all "*.INC" include files listed in the "*.INP" main
input file begin with "SP", "DP", or "CQ". The strings "SP", "DP", and
"CQ" identify include files containing sampled, calculated, or consequence
parameters, respectively. Any other include file (i.e. an include file
which does not contain sampled, calculated, or consequence parameters) is
not to begin with the above two-character strings.

There are a few other include file naming conventions, although they are
not adhered to as strictly as the sampled, calculated, and consequence
include file naming convention. Include files that contain dimensioning or
looping parameters (a parameter value indicating the maximum number of
elements in an array) usually begin with "MX" or "MAX" as the first few
characters in the include file name. To locate possible dimensioning
parameters, the user can search the CC3 common block description (.CBD) or
include files for variables beginning with "MX", "MAX", "N", "NUM",
"maximum number of", or "number of".

4.2.3 Coupon Block Naming Conventions

If an include file contains only one COMMON block, the "*.INC include file
name is also used within the file as the COMMON block name. However, if an
include file contains more than one COMMON block, then the name of the two
COMMON blocks should be as close as possible to the include file name. For
example, the biosphere model consequence include file CQNHIH.INC contains
the two COMMON blocks, CQNHI1 and CQNHI2.

4.2.4 File and File Extension Naming Conventions

This discussion of file naming conventions is limited to design and source
code files. Many of the analysis documents created for CC3 have used a
variety of CASE/drawing tools (such as DECdesign, PCSA, CorelDRAW, and
Massll Draw) and word processing packages (such as Massll, WordPerfect, and
LaTeX). Many of these tools do not allow the user to name the actual
computer file because the extension is needed to show a file is intended
for use with a particular package. For example, files with the extension
".cdr" indicate that a file was produced using CorelDRAW. A tool such as
DECdesign maintains documents in one large file, but the individual
documents contained within the file are only accessible through the use of
DECdesign. Because of the variation in internal naming conventions for
each package, the naming convention of the analysis documents is not
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discussed here. However, the only convention imposed on files created
using a specific tool is that the extension should indicate the tool used.
Therefore, the default file extension, such as ".wp" for WordPerfect
documents, should be used.

There are very few strictly adhered to conventions for naming CC3 modules.
Therefore, using a filename to determine the structure or grouping of
modules has never been a feature of the project. Structure charts should
be used to determine the relationship between modules. However, the
conventions that have been used to some degree will be discussed.

There are some naming conventions for modules below two of the SYVAC3/CC3
interface modules, DEPPAR and SIMLAT. Calculations which are time series
and chain independent are done under DEPPAR, while the time series
calculations are done under SIMLAT within a loop that simulates each
nuclide in a chain. (These modules and the overall SC3 algorithm is
discussed in section 3.1.) Many "*.FOR" modules below DEPPAR contain the
strings "DEP", "DP", or "PRE". The "PRE*.FOR" modules are variable pre-
simulation checking modules which check if the sampled and calculated
parameter values are acceptable for simulation. Many CC3 nuclide dependent
simulation modules called by SIMLAT contain the string "SIM" or "SM".
Finally, CC3 response function modules may contain the strings "RESP",
"RSP" or "RES". There may be modules that use the above strings but are
not DEPPAR-related, SIMLAT-related, or response function-related modules.

The project standards and procedures have reserved file extensions for:
- data dictionaries (".DD"),
- structure charts (".CHT"),
- file format description files (".FFD"),
- common block description files (".CBD"),
- FORTRAN source code files (".FOR"),
- INCLUDE files (".INC"),
- Change Request related files {".Cnnnn", where nnnn is a folder number),
- main input files (".INP"),
- 'on file' files (".ONF"),
- guantile files (".QNT"), and
- fixed data input files (".FXD").

The format conventions for many of the above files have been standardized
for the project and have been documented in the project standards and
procedures.

Occasionally, a particular directory will contain more than one version of
a FORTRAN or INCLUDE file. The latest version of a FORTRAN file will have
the ".FOR" extension, and the previous "retired" versions will have the
extension ".FORwd", where w is the version and d is the draft letter.
The same system is used for INCLUDE files. For example, if the latest
version of SIMBIO.FOR was "03A" and the previous version was "02B", then
the files would be named SIMBIO.FOR and SIMBIO.FOR02B, respectively.

NEXT PAQE(S)
toft BLANK
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5. CC3 STAND-ALONE SUBMODELS

The purpose of this section is to provide the user with specific
information regarding the structure and overall logic of the CC3 stand-
alone submodels. The user will be shown how to determine the data
transferred between each of the submodels by using CC3 analysis
specifications. A list of the data items transferred between the vault-
geosphere and geosphere-biosphere submodel interfaces will be given, along
with the specific stubs and drivers needed to generate the submodel
interface data. A DEPPAR and SIMLAT structure chart will be given for each
stand-alone submodel which shows the modified configuration of modules.

It is not the purpose of this manual to review the general procedures and
products developed during the implementation step, the step where the
stand-alone models are used. The procedures for the implementation step
and the standards relating to the products developed are available in the
project procedures and standards, respectively.

5.1 DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OP A CC3 STAND-ALONE SUBMODEL

A stand-alone submodel is created by separating one CC3 submodel from the
two other CC3 submodels. Stubs and drivers provide data to the isolated
submodel normally provided by the other submodels. The data passed between
the various submodels not only includes parameter values but time series
values as well. Because other CC3 submodels are not included, the "*.INP"
main input file is also modified. Any input file parameters used by the
removed submodels are also removed from the "*.INP" main input file. The
resulting stand-alone submodel consists of SYVAC3 modules, one CC3
submodel, and any stubs and drivers needed to emulate the data transferred
between submodels.

The main advantage of a stand-alone submodel is its isolation from the
other CC3 submodels at the implementation step of CC3 development. During
development, software changes may be made simultaneously to more than one
submodel. When the changes from all submodels are integrated into a
complete SC3 package, it may be difficult to observe the actual effect of a
change when there have been changes made to other submodels that also
affect simulation results. However, the effect of a change to a stand-
alone submodel can be readily observed without the effects being obscured
by any effects resulting from changes made to other submodels.

To observe the change in submodel behaviour between two consecutive stand-
alone versions, each stand-alone version is executed with a standard test
case. The test case data is comprised of sampled parameters in the "*.INP"
main input file, and driver and stub parameter values, and time series
data. An effort is made to reuse the same parameter and time series values
for as many versions as reasonable. This provides a stable environment for
comparing simulation results for many stand-alone versions. Because a
stand-alone submodel is isolated from other CC3 submodels, simulation
results from the most recent version can be easily compared with the
previous version without interference from the effects of changes made to
the other submodels.
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5.2 DETERMINING INPUT FOR A CC3 STAND-ALONE SUBMODEL

To create a stand-alone submodel, the programmer should start with the
highest-level analysis specification. Once the appropriate submodel
"bubble" has been located, the programmer can determine the exact data
requirements for that submodel. The input requirements, including sampled
and calculated parameters, and time series, are generated by stub modules
rather than the other CC3 submodels.

As an example, we will show how to begin identifying biosphere submodel
inputs. Figures 5.2/1, /2, and II show the highest-level analysis
specification for the CC3 submodels, also known as context diagram "FIGURE
0". From Figure 5.2/1 it can seen that the inputs for biosphere process
"bubble 3" include composite dataflows "spbio", "dplgb", and "tslgb". In
the second attachment to "FIGURE 0", in Figure 5.2/3, it can be seen that
composite dataflow "dplgb" consists of variables "LASRET<bloc,nuc>",
"LOCTYP<bloc>", "MAREAD<bloc>", "DECAY<nucp>", "LASRET<bloc,nucp>",
"DPTHWL", "OVWDPT", "NBLOC", "QWCAP" and "QWSUR". Composite dataflow
"tslgb" consists of variable GFLOW.

The composite dataflow "spbio" is made up of more composite dataflows:
"spconb", "spdose", "spintb", and "sptrans". To determine the contents of
these dataflows, one must look at "FIGURE 3.0" and its attachments, seen in
Figures 5.2/4, /5, and /6. The first attachment to "FIGURE 3.0", in Figure
5.2/5, shows "spconb" consists of variables "CNLIM<COMP>", "DECAY<nuc>",
"IDCF<nuc>", "MVDSCL", "NTIME", "TIMES<TIME>" and "TLIMIT". However, one
must continue to search deeper into the analysis specifications because
"spdose", "spintb", and "sptrans" consist of more composite dataflows. For
example, "spintb" contains composite dataflow "sparea" as well as other
variables. From "FIGURE 3.0", in Figure 5.2/4, it can be seen that
"spintb" flows into process "3.4". Therefore, one must search "FIGURE 3.4"
and its attachments (not shown here) to further identify the contents of
"spintb". This process continues until all inputs required by an isolated
biosphere submodel are identified.

Because the analysis specifications for each submodel were developed
independently, it is worthwhile confirming that the dataflow inputs to the
biosphere are correct. This can be done by determining the output flows
from the geosphere. The results of such an exercise can be seen in Table
5.2/1. Other than slight differences in notation, both geosphere and
biosphere specifications identify the same geosphere-biosphere interface
variables. Note, however, that there are inconsistent definitions of the
composite dataflows. In particular, variables MVDISC, SEDKD, and SEDPR
appear in sampled parameter dataflow "spbio" in the biosphere
specifications, but the same parameters appear as calculated parameters in
the geosphere specification dataflow "dplgb". The differences in vault and
geosphere specification of vault-geosphere dataflows have.been summarized
in Table 5.2/2.
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Attachment 1 t
Figure 0
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

Rxnansion nf Composite Flows

Consequences = cqbio t cqgeo * cqvlt
Dependent Parameters = dpbio + dpgeo » dpvlt
Sampled Parameters = spbio + spgeo + spvlt
Time Series = tsbio + tsgeo + tsvlt

Notes

1) Composite data flows dpvlt, dpgeo, and dpbia are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data Clows contain all
dependent parameters.

2) Composite data flows tsvlt, tsgeo, and tsbio are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data flows contain all time
series.

3) The nuclear waste disposal system is modelled as a function of time, one
nuclide at a time. When radionuclide chains are modelled, the nuclides are
modelled in order from first precursor to last progeny. It is assumed, that
throughout each simulation, the current time and the time of the end of the
simulation are available, in addition to the number and identities of the
chain precursor nuclides.

FIGURE 5.2/2: The first attachment to the "context diagram", or
"FIGURE 0", taken from the biosphere analysis specifications.
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О
Attachment

Figure 0

94-APR-01

Version 03A

H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29

Version 04A

K. Demoline

2 to

О

cqbio =

dpbio =

dplbg =

dplgb =

spbio =

tsbio =

tslgb =

cqbout + cqsoil

dpbiol + dplbg + dpldos + dpltrans

QWDEM

LASRET<bloc,nuc> t LOCTYP<bloc> + MAREAD<bloc> * DECAY<nucp•
LASRET<bloc,nucp> 4 DPTHWL + OVWDPT + NBLOC + OWCAP • QWSUR

spconb • s p d o s e + s p i n t b * s p t r a n s

t s a c t l + t s a c t 2 + t s a c t 3 • t s a q + t s b l d » t s d i f f + t s r a *
t s s r n + t s t o x i c

GFLOW = GFLOW<bloc,nuc.. + GFLOW<bloc, nucp>

Note:

The composite dataflows spgeo, cqgeo, tsgeo, dpgeo, spvlt,

tslvg, dpigv, cqvlt, tsvlt, and dpvlt are defined in either the geosphere or

vault submodels. Output time series from all geosphere nodes, tslgb, are

defined as GFD3W in these biosphere specifications, whereas the outputs from

different nodes are defined separately as GFLOW and SEDFLO in the geosphere

specifications. In the geosphere specification tslgb = GFLOW + SEDFLO.

О

PIQURE 5.2/3: The second attachment to the "context diagram", or

"FIGURE 0", taken from the biosphere analysis specifications.
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PIOURE 5.2/4: Biosphere analysis specification "FIGURE 3.0".
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cqbout

О cqsoil =

dpbiol =

dplbg =

dpldos =

dplgb =

dpltrans :

spconb =

spdose =

spintb =

sptrans =
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Attachment 1 t
F i g u r e 3 ,0
94-APR-01
V e r s i o n 03A
H.A. H a l H d a y

9 4 - J u n - 2 9
V e r s i o n 04A
K. Demoline

ERLPTH<nuc,path> + MXLCN<nuC,COMP> + MX4DA + MXLDA t MXLDTVnuo
NTLPTH<nuc, PATH> + CNUCID<nuc> + PEAKDS<.nuc,path> + RNTOX.:nuc •
TMXLCN<nuc,COMP> + TMX4DA t TMXLDA + TMXLDTVnuo t TPEAK<nuc>
VALDA<TIME> + VALDT<nuc,TIME> + MXLAL<nuc,animal> +
MXLAR'.nuc, anima 1> + MXLAS<nuc,anima]> + MXLAW<nuc, animal > f
MXLF<nuc> + MXLPL<nuc^ + MXLPR<nuc> + MX4DDT<rn> t
TMXLAL<nuc,animal> t TMXLAR<nuc,anima1> t TMXLAS<nuc, anima1> *
TMXLAW<nuc,animal> + TMXLF-.nuo t TMXLPL<nuc> + TMXLPR«.nuc> +
CNGDSR + CNGFSR<field> + DMST + FORG + VEGE -f WDLT • PTBG +
WCNLIM<nuc,COMP> t WEFFP + WGWDLM<nuc> t WMVDSC<bloc> t
WREGTM<nuc> + TGWDLM<nuc>

MTL<nuc> + MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> t MTS<nuc,f ie ld> +
MTSL3<nuc,f ield> + MTSL4<nuc,field> + MTSLR<nuc,field>

EFFP + FRATE<£ood> + IRRIGN<field>CHKCR<rn> + DOMEST

QWDEM

DOMEST + dpidosi

LASRET<bloc,nuc> + LOCTYP<bloc> <- MAREACKbloo + DECAY<nucp> +
LASRET<bloC,nucp> + DPTHWL + OVWDPT + NBLOC t QWCAP + QWSUR

d p l s o i l + d p l t e r r + EFFP t AREAF<field=garden> •
AREAF<field=foragefield> + AREAP<field=woodlot> +
AREAF<field=peatbog>

CNLIM<COMP> * DECAY<nuc> + IDCF<nuc> • MVDSCL + NTIME +
TIMES<TIME> t TLIMIT

spdconv + spdext * spd in t

ADRINK<animal> + CF3 t CF6 • DECAV<nuc> + DEMMAN + FRACAD.bloc •
IRRVOL<soil,n> + NUMMAN + PROTOM + PROIRR<field> t PROSED t
SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + sparea + STYPE + AYIELD<animal> +
NETP + PRECIP

spaq + spext + sp l ake + s p s o i l • s p t e r r

PICTURE 5.2/5: The first attachment to biosphere analysis specification
"FIGURE 3.0".
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tsactl =

tsact2 =

tsact3 =

t saq =

tsbld =

tsddif =

tsdose =

tsdosel

tsdose2

tsrn =

tssrn =

tsterr =

tstoxic

Note:

factors

research
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Attachment 2 t o

Figure 3.0

94-APR-01

Version 03A

H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29

Version 04A

K. Demoline

ADAI<rn> * ADAO<rn> + ADID + ADGW<rn,Ыoc> + ADLSF<rn,field> *

ADLW<rn> • ADS<rn,f ield» * ADWW<rn>

ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> t ADLSF<rn, £ ie ld> * ADLW<rn> • ADS-:rn, f i e ld : . *
ADPWF<rn,£ield> + ADWW<rn>

ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn^ + ADS<rn,field> t ADWW<rn>

CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc>

ADEBI<rn> + ADEBW<rn>

DDIFFM<rn> t DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> t DDIFRA<rn,animal> t

DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFSA^rn,animal? + DDIFWA<rn,animal>

t s d o s e l + t sdose2

= DDE<rn> + DDI<rn> + DDIF<rn>

= DDT<rn> + t s d e x t + t s d i n t

CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTGWF<rn,£ield> + CTID +

CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,£ield> •

CTS<rn,£ield> + C1WW<rn>

CTLSF<rn, f i e l d » + CTS<rn, £ ie ld> + CTLW<rn> t CTVIW<rn> *

CTAI<rn> t CTAO<rn>

CTAGT<nuC> + CTAGWR<nuc> + CTAlGW<nuc> t CTAIRN • CTAPB<nuc> t

CTAPFE<nuc> t CTAPFL<nuc> • CTAPT<nuc>

= CTAI<toxic> t CTAO<toxic> + CTLWctoxio + CTS<toxic, £ i e ld> »
CIWW<toxic> + CTLSF<toxic,£ield>

In some of the DDDs that appear below this figure, unit conversion

(CF_) are used. These are not e x p l i c i t l y noted in the accompanying

model synopses.

PIQURE 5.2/6: The second attachment to biosphere analysis specification
"FIGURE 3.0".
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TABLE 5.2/1

COMPARISON OF GEOSPHERE-BIOSPHERE "INTERFACE" DATAFLOWS IN
THE CC3 BIOSPHERE AND GEOSPHERE ANALYSIS SPECIFICATIONS

GF.OSPHERF. SPECIFICATIONS

•dnlab" "spaeo" •r.slab"

GFLOW_bloc_nuc

SEDFLO bloc nuc

BIOSPHERE SPECIFICATIONS

"riplab" "spb.io" ' t.slab*

GFLOW--bloc,nuc-

GFLOW-:bloc, nuc-

DECAY nuc

DPTHWL

NBLOC

LOCTYP_bloc

LASRET_bloc_nuc

MAREAD_bloc

MVDISC_bloc

OVWDPT

QWCAP

QWSUR

SEDKD_bloc_nuc

SEDPR bloc

DECAY-'nuc>

DECAY<nucp>

DPTHWL

NBLOC

LOCTYPE<bloc>

LASRET<bloc,nucp>

MAREAD<bloc>

OVWDPT

QWCAP

QWSUR

LASRET-'blocnuc

MVDISCVbloo

SEDKD<bloc,nuc>
SEDPR<bloc>

TABLE 5.2/2

COMPARISON OF VAULT-GEOSPHERE "INTERFACE" DATAFLOWS IN

THE CC3 VAULT AND GEOSPHERE ANALYSIS SPECIFICATIONS

VAULT SPECIFICATIONS GEORPHERE SPECIFTCATTONS

"dDlva"

DISPRV

CAPRKP

DARRKV

DARBAK

DARBUF

LENRKV

_

"snvlr." "t.slva"

TSVLTO
lkln

*

DECAY_nuc

"dnlva"

DISPRV

CAPRKV

DARRKV

DARKV

DARBV

LENRKV

NUMSEC

•soaeo"

DECAY<nuc>

"tslva"

VFLOW_sec_nu

NOTE: i for each nuclide, к for each sector, m for each matrix
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5.3 CC3 STAND-ALONE VAULT

Each version of the stand-alone vault submodel is maintained by
implementors in the CC3 implementation directories (which are described in
detail in the project procedures). The stubs and drivers used to isolate
the vault from the geosphere and biosphere can be seen in the simplified
DEPPAR and SIMLAT structure charts in Figure 5.3/1.

A stand-alone version of the module DEPPAR was created, wherein most calls
were removed except for a call to VLTDEP {to determine vault time-series
independent parameter values) and a call to SIMDET (which determines the
nuclides to be simulated). In addition, stand-alone module VTDEP is called
from DEPPAR to calculate the vault-geosphere interface data given in Table
5.2/2 under the heading "dplvg". The data calculated in VTDEP is normally
calculated in the geosphere time-independent modules under GEODEP.

To calculate the time-dependent data for the stand-alone vault submodel, a
modified version of the module SIMLAT is used. A modified SIMBIO, called
from SIMDCF, has all calls to biosphere modules removed. The modified
SIMBIO creates a unit time series for bounding calculations in SIMDCF. As
seen in Figure 5.3/1, the vault stand-alone version of SIMLAT calls only
vault related modules. Calls to the geosphere and biosphere consequence
modules are removed.

All versions of a stand-alone model are executed with a standard input file
stored in the ".RUN" directory. In the case of the stand-alone vault there
are two standard input files. One input file simulates 10 single-member
chains and the other simulates a single chain with more than one member in
the chain. The two standard test output files are compared with the two
standard test results from the previous stand-alone version (typically
using the VMS DIFFERENCE command on two "*.PAR" output files) to confirm
the expected change in simulation results.

To compile, link, and run the stand-alone, a series of "*.COM" command
files have been created and are maintained with each new stand-alone vault
version. Generic versions of compile, link, and run command files are
discussed in Section 5.6. Although a description of the stand-alone
submodel directory structure can be found in project procedures, the
structure is briefly reviewed in Section 5.6. The stand-alone submodel
command files are modified CC3 command files used to compile, link, and run
the complete CC3 model. (For more details regarding the contents of
corresponding CC3 command files, refer to the CC3 User's Manual.)
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| | SWAC3 Executive

J CC3 Vault Model (VTCODE)

"1 C 3 Geosphere (GTCODE)

} | C O Kosphere (ETTCODE/DOCODE)

| | CC3 Common Code (CCCODE)

1 | ML3 Modelling Algorithm Library

[ ) CC3 Sosphere Code modified for vault stand-alone

| | C O Common Code modified for vault stand-alone

J Stub/driver for vault stand-alone

FIGURE 5.3/1: This figure shows the modules called by DEPPAR and SIMLAT which
are used by the stand-alone vault submodel. The grey boxes represent the
location of CC3 modules not required by the stand-alone vault.
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5.4 CC3 STAND-ALONE OEOSPHERE

Each version of the stand-alone geosphere submodel is maintained by
implementors in the CC3 implementation directories (which are described in
detail in the project procedures). The stubs and drivers used to isolate
the geosphere from the vault and biosphere can be seen in the simplified
DEPPAR and SIMLAT structure charts in Figure 5.4/1. Along with stand-alone
submodel versions of the SYVAC3/CC3 interface" files (DEPPAR, IDMODL,
INITCQ, RETPAR, RINCL, SELECT), other stand-alone specific modules include
SIMLAT, SIMVLT, VLTOUT and WTRSRC.

A stand-alone version of the module DEPPAR was created, wherein most calls
were removed except for a call to GEODEP (which performs geosphere time-
series independent calculations) and a call to SIMDET (which determines
which nuclides to simulate). In addition, a stand-alone specific version
of biosphere module WTRSRC is called from GEODEP. WTRSRC has been modified
to return only the biosphere-geosphere interface data QWDEM (under the
heading "dplbg" in Figures 5.2/1 and 5.2/5.)

To calculate time-dependent data for the stand-alone geosphere submodel, a
modified version of module SIMLAT is used. The modified SIMLAT has most
calls removed. The modified SIMLAT calls a stand-alone specific version of
SIMVLT to generate interface time series TSVLTO/VFLOW for the geosphere
under the heading "tslvg" in Table 5.2/2. After time series are generated
with stand-alone specific user routine VLTOUT, the complete geosphere
submodel is simulated.

Each stand-alone submodel version is executed with standard main input and
"NET*.FXD" network data files, which are stored in the first ".RUN"
directory. Standard case output results are compared with standard test
results from previous stand-alone submodel versions (typically using the
VMS DIFFERENCE command on two "*.PAR" output files) to confirm the expected
change in simulation results.

To compile, link, and run the stand-alone submodel, a series of "*.COM"
command files have been created and are maintained with each stand-alone
submodel version. Generic versions of compile, link, and run command files
are discussed in Section 5.6. Although a description of the stand-alone
submodel directory structure can be found in project procedures, the
structure is briefly reviewed in Section 5.6. Stand-alone submodel command
files are modified CC3 command files which are used to compile, link, and
run the complete CC3 model. (For more details regarding the contents of
the corresponding CC3 command files, refer to the CC3 User's Manual.)
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| | C O Biosphere Code modified for geosphere stand-atone

| | C O Common Code modified for geosphere stand-alone

| j Stub/driver for geosphere stand-alone

FIGURE 5.4/1: This figure shows the modules called by DEPPAR and SIMLAT which

are used by the stand-alone geosphere submodel. The grey boxes represent

the location of CC3 modules not required by the stand-alone geosphere.
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5.5 CC3 STAND-ALONE BIOSPHERE

Each stand-alone biosphere submodel is maintained by implementors in CC3
implementation directories (which are described in detail in the project
procedures and Section 5.6 of this guide). The stubs and drivers used to
isolate the biosphere from the vault and geosphere can be seen in the
simplified DEPPAR and SIMLAT structure charts in Figure 5.5/1.

A stand-alone submodel version of the module DEPPAR was created, wherein
most calls were removed, except for calls to biosphere modules BIOPAR and
BIODEP. In addition, a call to module WTRSRC (normally performed by
GEODEP) was added to DEPPAR. With the exception of CCCODE common block
variable DPTHWL, which is declared in include file SPWELL.INC, all
geosphere-biosphere interface data (given in Table 5.2/1 under the headings
"dplgb" and "spgeo/spbio") is calculated in DEPPAR.

To calculate time-dependent data for the stand-alone biosphere, a modified
version of the module SIMLAT is used. The modified SIMLAT has had most
calls removed, with the exception of ZAPTSS, SOURCE, SIMBIO, BIOCQ1, and
BIOCQ2. As can be seen in Figure 5.5/1, the UNITY response function is
used to generate the GFLOW time series normally passed to the biosphere
from the geosphere (seen in Table 5.2/1 under heading "tslgb").

Each version of stand-alone biosphere submodel is executed with a standard
input file, which is stored in the ".RUN" directory. The. standard test
output file is compared with the standard test results from the previous
stand-alone version to confirm the expected change in simulation results.
Typically, the VMS DIFFERENCE command is used to compare two "*.PAR" output
files.

To compile, link, and run a stand-alone biosphere submodel, a set of
"*.COM" command files have been created and are maintained with each new
stand-alone version. Generic versions of compile, link, and run command
files are discussed in Section 5.6. Although a description of the stand-
alone submodel directory structure can be found in the project procedures,
the structure is briefly reviewed in Section 5.6. Stand-alone command
files are modified CC3 command files used to compile, link, and run the
complete CC3 model. (For more details regarding the contents of the
corresponding CC3 command files, refer to the CC3 User's Manual.)
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5.6 SAMPLE "*.COM" COMMAND FILES USED TO COMPILE. LINK, AND RUN
THE CC3 STAND-ALONE SUBMODELS

The purpose of this section is to detail the contents and typical use of
the "*.COM" command files found in the CC3 stand-alone submodel
directories. After a brief review of the stand-alone submodel directory
structure and contents, the "SRCLST.COM" search list command file, which is
used to compile stand-alone submodel source code, is discussed. Also, the
command files used to link, setup, and execute a stand-alone submodel
("LINK.COM", "COPY_INC.COM", and "RUNLST.COM", respectively) is discussed.
Samples of the command files are also given. The samples given in the
following sections assume the programmer's root directory in a VMS
environment is called "ESA_SHR" (i.e. directory [ESA_SHR...]).

Although project procedures and standards describe development practices
and development tools (such as the FPE Auditor, INSDEF, CHECKER, etc.),
they do not include detailed descriptions of the stand-alone submodel
command files nor how to maintain the command files during typical stand-
alone submodel development.

5.6.1 Typical Stand-alone Submodel Directory Structure and Contents

The CC3 stand-alone submodels are in a series of directories known as "top-
level", "include", "run", and "design" directories, and are discussed in
detail as follows:

"Top-level" directories:
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B05yy]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.GEO.G0 5yy]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.VLT.V05yy]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.CC3.C05yy]

The stand-alone versions "yy" begin at "01" and increase
sequentially to "02", "03", etc. up to a current stand-alone
submodel version number.

The "top-level" directory for a particular stand-alone submodel
version (eg. [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0506]) contains the new and/or
modified *.FOR and *.INC source code. Also, any *.FOR modules
not modified but requiring recompilation because of modified *.INC
files are also copied into the "top-level" directory. The object
code is typically stored in an object code library having the same
name as the stand-alone and the extension ".OLB" (eg. B0506.OLB).
There are other files in this directory related to change
management, but these will not be discussed here as they are
discussed in the project procedures.

Any common code (CCCODE) modules requiring modification or
recompilation, or any include files requiring modification, are
included in a C05yy directory. Note that the stand-alone submodel
version number and the C05yy version number are typically
different. For example, if a biosphere submodel change is made to
biosphere stand-alone "B0506", but "C0501" through to "C0510"
common code directories already exist, then common code changes
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corresponding to biosphere stand-alone "B0506" are stored in
common code directory "C0511".

"Run" directories:
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B05yy.RUNn]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.GEO.GO5yy.RUNn]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.VLT.VO5yy.RUNn]

There is typically at least one "run" directory ("yy.RUNl]"). And
additional directories are designated "RUNn", where n is "2", "3",
etc.

The ".RUN" directories contain the stand-alone specific interface
files (DEPPAR, IDMODL, INITCQ, RETPAR, RINCL, and SELECT) along
with any other stubs and drivers needed to implement a stand-alone
submodel {such as a modified SIMBIO used in the stand-alone
vault). The run directories also contain the input files
("SV*.INP" main input file and any "*.FXD" fixed data input
files).

Note that there are no corresponding ".RUN" and ".INC" directories
for the C05yy changes. The CC3 implementation directories are
intended primarily for storage of commonly used "*.FOR" modules,
"*.INC° include files, and module designs. Runs are carried out
in the individual stand-alone submodel "run" directories.

"Include" directories*
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B05yy.INC]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.GEO.GO 5yy.INC]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.VLT.VO 5yy.INC]

"Include" directories contain all the include files necessary to
execute a stand-alone. SC3 must have read access to all sampled,
calculated, and consequence include files while executing, so they
must be available locally during execution.

While the "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command file and the "SV*.INP"
main input file are temporarily copied into an "include" directory
from a "run" directory, there are no "*.C0M" files permanently
stored in these directories.

"Design" directories:
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B05yy.DESN]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.GEO.GO 5yy.DESN]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.VLT.V05yy.DESN]
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.CC3.C05yy.DESN]

These directories contain only design documentation and do not
contain any "*.C0M" files. (See project procedures and standards
manuals for more information on typical design directory
contents.)
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5.6.2 Compiling with the "SRCLST.COM" Saarchllat Co™»wtnd File

As mentioned in the previous section, the "SRCLST.COM" search list command
file used by a stand-alone submodel is found in the "run" directory. If
there is more than one "run" directory, then the command files should be
found in the first "run" directory, i.e. ".RUN1]". A search list is used
to compile the stand-alone submodels and also to prepare the stand-alone
submodel for execution by copying into the "include" directory all the
latest versions of include files. (Using the searchlist to prepare for
stand-alone submodels execution is discussed later in Section 5.6.4.)

A search list is discussed in the CC3 User's Manual, and is defined as a
"virtual" directory which made up of one or more VMS directories. For
example, a virtual directory called GLOBAL, made up of the first two
biosphere stand-alone directories, can be defined as follows:

$ DEFINE OLOBAL DISKll [BSA_SHR.CC3IMP.B0602] ,DISKlt [BSAJ3HR.CC3IMP.B0601]

Note that the directories are listed in reverse order (newest to oldest),
because directories are searched in the order they are listed. In this way
the most recent versions of CC3 files are encountered first and the oldest
files last.

The order in which the stand-alone submodel directories are searched, as
specified in the search list, is important. To create object code for an
executable, all the latest object code and "*.INC" include files, which may
exist across many stand-alone directories, must be accessed. Figure
5.6.2/1 describes a series of software changes where an include file moves
from one software package (BTCODE) to another (CCCODE):

1) As part of "change request X", BTCODE include file DUMMY.INC is
modified in stand-alone biosphere submodel version "B0502". The
correct search order in the search list is:

B0502,
B0501

2) As part of "change Y", include file DUMMY.INC needs to be incorporated
into the geosphere submodel with some modifications. To accomplish
this change, the geosphere implementor creates common code directory
"C0501" and stores the modified DUMMY.INC in this directory. After
this change is completed, DUMMY.INC is considered part of CCCODE.

3) While the geosphere implementor is affecting the change to DUMMY.INC,
the biosphere implementor proceeds with "change Z" in "B0503". Because
the biosphere implementor does not know DUMMY.INC is being changed
(i.e. because he/she has not been passed "change Y" yet), the correct
stand-alone biosphere submodel search order would be:

B0503,
B0502,
B0501

4) Once "change request Y" is completed by the geosphere implementor, the
change is passed to the biosphere implementor. The biosphere
implementor creates a new stand-alone biosphere version, "B0504", and
incorporates the "C0501" changes, a modified DUMMY.INC, into the stand-
alone biosphere submodel. The resulting search list would be:

B0504, C0501, {-B0502" DUMMY.INC superseded by "C0501"}

B0503,

B0502,
B0501
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The actual contents of a "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command file for such
a hypothetical series of stand-alone submodel changes can be seen in
Figure 5.6.2/2.

Once a change request has been passed on bv an implementor. the implementor
must not go back and modify the code. The code in such cases is considered
"frozen.* Going back to frozen directories and making corrections does not
guarantee changes will be carried forward. If, for example, the biosphere
implementor incorrectly implements the "change X" modifications to
DUMMY.INC in "B0502", the search list specified in step (4) above will not
pick up the corrected DUMMY.INC in "B0502". The search list will pick up
DUMMY.INC in "C0501". Also, to ensure that successive stand-alone
biosphere submodels are consistent, the biosphere implementor would have to
re-compile, re-link, and re-execute all successive stand-alone biosphere
submodels. While it might seem reasonable to do this if there are only one
or two subsequent stand-alone submodel versions, it is not an acceptable
practice for commonly used directories, specifically "C05yy" and "SlOyy"
directories.

Once a change request has been passed on bv an implementor. the implementor
cannot go back and modify the code in commonly used directories "C05yy" and
"SlOvy". If, for example, the geosphere implementor goes back to "C0501"
to make corrections to DUMMY.INC while the biosphere implementor is
attempting to incorporate it into the latest stand-alone biosphere
submodel, the modifications will give the biosphere modeller unexpected
results while compiling, linking, or executing the stand-alone biosphere
submodel (where the results may appear to vary without explanation).

To update a searchlist command file, the programmer must:
- copy the searchlist command file from the previous stand-alone
submodel's "run" directory into the new stand-alone submodel's "run"
directory,

- edit the searchlist in the new stand-alone submodel "run" directory to
include logicals for the new directories, and

- add the new logicals to the "DEFINE GLOBAL" command line.

Once a searchlist is updated, it can be used to compile source code. To
compile "top-level" source code with the "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command
file, activate the searchlist from a "top-level" directory by typing:

$ 9[.RUN1]SRCLST
and then compile as usual:

$ FOR *.POR
When all modules have been compiled, the searchlist can be de-activated by
typing:

$ nyd
which returns to the original default directory (i.e. "my default").

Once all the appropriate object files are created in the "top-level"
directory, the object code is placed in an object library, as specified in
the project procedures. The names of the object libraries are also
specified in the procedures.

To create an object library for biosphere stand-alone biosphere version
"B0504", for example, the programmer types the following:

$ LIBRARY/CREATE/OBJ BIO04
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which creates object library BIO04.OLB.

To insert object code SIMBIO.OBJ, for example, into the new library, the
programmer types the following:

$ LIB/OBJ/INSERT BIO04 SIMBIO.OBJ
To list the contents of the library, the programmer types:

$ LIB/OBJ/LIST/FULL BIO04
To replace existing object code with new object code:

$ LIB/OBJ/REPLACB BIO04 SIMBIO
Finally, to delete object code from a library:

$ IiIB/DELETE-SIMBIO/LOa BIO04

Change

Change
T

Change

B0504

B0503

B0502
DUMMY.INC

B0501

DUMMY.INC

Biosphere Geosphere Vault Common Code

Order of stand-alone directory search

BO5O4
C0501
BO5O3
B0502
B0601

G0502
C0601
G0501

VD501

FIGK7RE 5.6.2/1: Searchlist order of stand-alone directories based on
hypothetical model changes "X", "Y", and "Z" . By searching all stand-
alone biosphere submodel directories first and common code directories
second, the "B0504" implementor would not encounter the latest version
of DUMMY.INC in "C0501".
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A template for setting up your own search list command file.
SRCLST

This template is to be used as a guide in setting up a search list
command file. A search list allows you to assign one logical name to
refer to several directories simultaneously.
There are three sections in this template, separated by rows of
asterisks. Sections 1 and 3 are to be left as is. Section 2 is to be
modified as required to suit your individual needs.

Biosphere Version:
93-SEP-02 VERSION 01A K. DOOGAN ** version B0SO1
94-OCT-OS VERSION 03A K. DOUGAN ** version B0503
94-NOV-22 VERSION 04A K. DOUGAN ** version B0S04

SECTION 1:

DO NOT change anything between here and the next row of asterisks.
This section determines the name of your default directory and inserts
it at the beginning of the search list. Therefore, all your output
will be stored in this directory. It also enables you to return to
that directory when you are finished using the search list, by typing
•MYD".

turn off verify
PROC_VER = F$ENVIRONMENTCVERIFY_PROCEDURE")
IMAGE_VER = F$ENVIRONMENT(•VERIFY_IMAGE>)
SET NOVERIFY

obtain the name of the original default directory
SHOW DEFAULT
DEFDIR = F$ENVIRONMENT("DEFAULT")

SECTION 2:

This DEFINE statement will insert the name of the directory from which
you are running this command file at the beginning of the search list.
All output files will be stored in this directory.
Add any other directories that you need in the search list,
using the format indicated in the demonstration line below. Note that
the comma and hyphen at the end of the line must be included.
DEFINE/NOLOG B4 1ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.BO5O4]
DEFINE/NOLOG el [ESA_SHR.cc3IMP.CC3.C0501] {Change"Y"}

DEFINE/NOLOG B3 (ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B05031 {Chang*"Z"}
DEFINE/NOLOG B2 [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0502] {Change"X"}
DEFINE/NOLOG Bl [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0501]

DEFINE/NOLOG XCC (ESA.
DEFINE/NOLOG XBT (ESA.
DEFINE/NOLOG XDO [ESA.
DEFINE/NOLOG XGT [ESA.
DEFINE/NOLOG XVT [ESA_

.SHR.CC304 .CCCODE]

.SHR.CC304.BTCODE]

.SHR.CC3 04.DOCODE]

.SHR.CC304.GTCODE]

.SHR.CC304.VTCODE]

DEFINE/NOLOG XAR [ESA_SHR-ML3 02.ARCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XFI [ESA_SHR.ML302.FICODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XSI [ESA_SHR.ML302.SICODE1

FIGURE 5.6.2/2: "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command file corresponding to the
hypothetical model changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1. (Continued on next
page.)
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$ DEFINE/NOLOG XEC [ESA_SHR.SV3 08.ECCODE]
$ DEFINE/NOLOG XIF [ESA_SHR.SV3 08.IFCODE)
$ DEFINE/NOLOG XSV [ESA_SHR.SV308.SVCODE]
$ DEFINE/NOLOG XFR (ESA_SHR.SV308.FRCODE]
$ DEFINE/NOLOG XPS [ESA_SHR.SV308.PSCODE]
$ DEFINE/NOLOG XTS [ESA_SHR.SV308.TSCODE]
$ ! {Stand-alonee are listed according to the order In which they are
$ ! "frozen", from most recent to least recent}
$ DEFINE GLOBAL 'DEFDIR', -

B4, c i , - {Biosphere change "Y"}
B3, - {Biosphere change "Z"}
B2, - {Biosphere change "X"}
B I , -

$!
$! Specify which version number of the SYVAC3 Executive you want to
$! use by replacing the "ee" in each directory designation with the
$! appropriate version number
$!

XBT, -
XCC, -
XDO, -
XGT, -
XVT, -

•? •

XAR, -
XFI, -
XSI, -

V •

XSV, -
XEC, -
XFR, -
XPS, -
XTS, -
XIF

$!
$!'" •'»<<»'» ...,.i..ii..i...1.i..it..(.t.t......ti

$!

S! SECTION 3:
$!
$! This section allows you to return to your original default directory.
$! You simply have to type "MYD".
$! Do not make any modifications to this section.
$!
$! set the global directory
$ SET DEFAULT GLOBAL
$! display the new directory
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " The new default area is:"
$ SHOW DEFAULT
$! set the new prompt
$ PMPT= F$TRNLNMCSYS$NODE") - "::"
$ SET PROMPT="''PMPT'/SRCLST> •
$! provide instructions for abandoning the search list
$ MYD*EFAULT :== @[ESA_SHR.COM)SETDIR 'DEFDIR'
$ WRITE SYSSOUTPUT " To abandon the search list, enter:"
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " MYDEFAULT or MYD"
$! reset verify
$ TEMP = F$VERIFY(PROC_VER,IMAGE_VER)
$!

$!
$ EXIT

FIGURE 5.6.2/2: "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command file corresponding to the
hypothetical model changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1. (Continued from
previous page.)
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5.6.3 Linking with th« "LIMK.COM" Link OomnwiTvi PIT a

The "LINK.COM" link command file can be found in the "run" directory. If
there is more than one "run" directory, the command files should be found
in the first "run" directory, i.e. ".RUN1]", although copies may be found
in the other "run" directories. The name of the link command file may
differ depending on the submodel. The biosphere's link command file is
named "LBI0.COM", the geosphere's, "G05yyLINK.COM", and the vault's,
"LINK.COM".

Although the SC3 link command file is discussed in the CC3 User's Manual,
there are some considerations that should be made when a link command file
is used to create a stand-alone executable:

(1) As with the searchlist discussed in the previous section, the "top-
level" stand-alone object libraries are searched in the order they are
listed (most recent to oldest). In this way the most recent versions
of CC3 files will be encountered first and the oldest files last.
However, for certain object libraries, a few object files mav have to
be explicitly added to the link list in order for the link to pick up
the correct version of object file. The programmer should thoroughly
examine the "*.MAP" link map file to ensure the proper stand-alone
submodel object files are being used to create the executable. An
example link command file is shown in Figure 5.6.3/1. The example link
command file corresponds to the hypothetical changes shown in Figure
5.6.2/1.

(2) The "run" directory must be included in the link command for the stand-
alone submodel "interface" files to be included. Any source code
(either *.F0R modules such as stubs and drivers, or specially modified
*.INC include files) needed to construct a stand-alone submodel are
also included in the "run" directory.

When developing a link command for a new stand-alone, the following
procedure should be followed:

- copy the link command file into the "run" directory from the previous
stand-alone submodel's "run" directory and rename it if appropriate,

- add logicals for the new "top-level" and "run(s)" stand-alone
directories, including a new CC3yy directory if required,

- run the link command file in the "run" directory by typing one of the
following as appropriate:

$ 8LINK {for the vault stand-alone submodel}
or $ 9G05yyLIMK {for the geosphere stand-alone submodel}
or $ 9LBI0 {for the biosphere stand-alone submodel}

- after the link command file has completed creating an executable, check
the "*.MAP" link map file to ensure the proper object code was used in
the link,

- if the correct version of object code is not picked up during the link,
explicitly add module names to the link command to "force" the linker
to pick up the correct version of object code.

A link command file may be copied to "run" directories other than ".RUN1]",
but the VMS logical symbol for the "run* directory must be changed
accordingly.
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A template for setting up your own link command file.

This template is to be used as a guide in creating your command
file to link your submodel object files or libraries to the SYVAC3
executive libraries, and any required libraries from the CC3
library set.
This template is divided into three sections. In section 1, put in
the version numbers of the executive and the submodel. In section 2,
insert the names of all your object files/libraries that you wish to
include in the executable program. In section 3, insert the desired
executive version number into the directory specification, and decide
if you want the IMSLIBD library included in the LINK as well.

BIOSPHERE VERSION:
93-SEP-02 VERSION 01A K. DOUGAN
94-OCT-05 VERSION 03A K. DOUGAN
94-NOV-2 2 VERSION 04A L. DOUGAN

version B0501
version B0503
version B0504

SECTION 1:

Fill in the appropriate executable program name. (Replace
the executive and submodel version numbers, respectively.)

DEFINE/NOLOG symbols for the disk area.
DEFINE/NOLOG B4 [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0504]
DEFINE/NOLOG B4R [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0504.RUN1|
DEFINE/NOLOG B3 [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0503]
DEFINE/NOLOG B2 [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0502]
DEFINE/NOLOG Bl [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0501]

DEFINE/NOLOG C2 [ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.CC3.C0502]
DEFINE/NOLOG Cl [ESA_SHR-CC3IMP.CC3.C0SO1|

DEFINE/NOLOG XCC [ESA_SHR.CC304.CCCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XBT [ESA_SHR.CC304.BTCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XDO [ESA_SHR.CC3 04.DOCODE]

DEFINE/NOLOG XEC [ESA_SHR.SV308.ECCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XSV [ESA_SHR.SV3 08.SVCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XFR [ESA_SHR.SV308.FRCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XPS [ESA_SHR.SV3 08.PSCODE]
DEFINE/NOLOG XTS [ESA_SHR.SV3 08.TSCODE]

with

LINK/EXE=BIO/MAP=LBIO/BRIEF - {The link Includee the production of a
"link map" so the programmer can check
that the correct object fllee were ueed.)

FIGURE 5.6.3/1: "LINK.COM" link command file corresponding to the
hypothetical stand-alone submodel changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1.
(Continued on next page.)
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5! SECTION 2:

$ !
$! link the new CC3 and SV3 code
$!
$! use the current interface modules and the stub for CHKVLT

B4R:INTFACE.OLB/INC=(IDMODL,CHKVLT,SELECT,INITCQ,SIMLAT,RETPAR,RINCL)/LIB, -
3 {Soma object filaa muat ba axplldtly llatad with "/INC.", whlla other* don't naad to ba. The object
$: filaa picked up in the link were determined from the link map.}
$! CL-36 c h a n g e s t o b e p i c k e d up i n l i b r a r y ( t o be p i c k e d
$! up a u t o m a t i c a l l y a r e : GL0WT1, GWDLTN, SOILGW, SOILDP, SOILIR, and SOILSR)

B4:BIO04.OLB/INC=(CVTCON, INTDOS, LEAFCQ, LEAFDS, PREDOS, SIMATA, -
SUMATM, AIRACT, BLDDOS, CROPLS, EXTDOS, FNDPTH, FODCHN, FODDOS, HYDDOS, -
MBSOIL, RETRTM, ROOTDS, SIMSED, SMSOIL, WTRSRO/LIB, -

C 2 : C C 3 0 1 . O L B / L I B , - {Change "Z" performed by bloephere Implementor}
B3:BIO03.OLB/LIB, - {Change"Y")
B2:BIO02.OLB/LIB, - {Change "X")

$ ! {Some object filaa muat ba axplldtly liatad with "/INC.", whlla other, don't naad to be.}
$! REGTRM to be picked up in library (RETRTM will be picked up automatically)

Bl:BIO01.OLB/INC=(REGTRM)/LIB, -
$!
$! The following are some examples of object library specifications. They
$! may be used to link in the CC3vn subdirectory object l ibrar ies .
$! DELETE the entire section if i t is of no use to you. Or, delete
$! the lines referring to l ibraries that you don't need and replace
$! the "vn" with the version number of CC3 that you want to use in
$! the remaining lines.
$ > {Somaobject fllee muat ba explicitly llatad with "/INC.".}

XCC:CCCODE.OLB/INC=(DKFCT)/LIB, -
XBT:BTCODE.OLB/INC=(BIOMSB)/LIB, -
XD0:D0C0DE.OLB/LIB, -

$!
5 ! " ' " " " " • • " • " " " • " • " • " " " • " • • i t . t t n tt......

$! SECTION 3:
$'•

$! This section links in the SV3ee executive object libraries.
$! Replace the "ee" in each directory designation with the version
$! number of SYVAC3 that you want to use.

$!
XEC:ECCODE.OLB/INCLUDE=SYVAC3/LIB, -
XSV:SVCODE.OLB/INCLUDE=(PEXP,WFORST)/LIB, -
XFR:FRCODE.OLB/LIB, -
XPS:PSCODE.OLB/LIB, -
XTS:TSCODE.OLB/LIB

$!
$! link to the math library
$!
$! You may wish to include the IMSLIBD library in your link statement for
$1 completeness. IF you do NOT want it included, delete the following line,
$! and the ', -• from the last line in the above group.
$! IMSL/LIB

$1
$ , tit******.*.***.*.**.*.***,*.********,****.***.**,,.****..*...*.**,.....***.

$!

$ EXIT

FIGURE 5.6.3/1: "LINK.COM" link command file corresponding to the

hypothetical stand-alone submodel changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1.

(Continued from previous page.)
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5.6.4 Preparing to Execute a Stand-alone Submodel

Once all the stand-alone submodel source code has been compiled and linked,
and any necessary data changes have been made to the "SV*.INP" main and, if
appropriate, the "*.FXD" fixed data input files, some preparation is needed
before the executable can be run. In particular, the programmer needs to
collect all the latest CC3 "*.INC" include files and store them in the
stand-alone submodel's "include" directory, just below the "top-level"
directory.

To collect the latest include files, the programmer must do the following:
- copy the stand-alone submodel's "SRCLST.COM" searchlist command file
and "SV*.INP" main input file from the adjacent "run" directory into
the "include" directory,

- from within the "include" directory, activate the command file
"COPY_INC.COM". (COPY_INC.COM executes the search list commands and
copies the latest include files into the directory wherein it was been
activated.),

- delete the "SV*.INP" main input file.
The stand-alone submodel executable should now be able to, while executing,
open and read the include files from this one directory.

The command file "COPY_INC.COM" is discussed in the project procedures and
is also known as "CINC". While "COPY_INC.COM" is copying include files it
reports where it is copying from. The programmer should inspect this
information to ensure the proper include files are used.

5.6.5 Executing with a "RUNLST.CC

A "RUNLST.COM" run-list command file, found in the "run" directories of a
stand-alone submodel, automates many of the activities needed to execute a
stand-alone submodel. A stand-alone executable requires access to the
"SV*.INP" main and "*.FXD" fixed data input files, and the "*.INC" include
files. Because the include files and executable are not in the same
directory, the programmer must create a 'virtual' directory using the
"DEFINE GLOBAL..." command, similar to that found in "SRCLST.COM"
searchlist command files. User interaction is required just after
execution begins; the user must supply the case identification and indicate
whether the run is a new run or a restart of a previous execution.

A sample "RUNLST.COM" run-list command file for the hypothetical stand-
alones used in previous sections can be seen in Figure 5.6.5/1. A special
string of three addition characters "+++" indicates where changes should be
made for each update. The most important of these updates includes
revising the list of directories needed to execute the stand-alone
submodel, and revising the case identification corresponding to the
"SVyy,INP" main input file's case identifier yy. The ordering of the
directories is not crucial, however, it is advantageous to list the "top-
level" directory before the "include" directory. In this way, any changes
made to include files in the "top-level" directory during debugging will
override any older version possibly collected in the "include" directory
using "COPY_INC.COM". It is best, however, if C0PY_INC is executed after
each debugging.
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To execute the "RUNLST.COM" file, the programmer should type the following
in the "run" directory:

$ 9RUNLST
The geosphere submodel uses a specific naming convention for each
"RUNLST.COM". Each run-list file is given the name of the stand-alone
submodel, followed by the word "RUN", and finally followed by the number of
the "run" directory. For example, in "run" directory 3 (i.e. ".RUN3]") for
stand-alone version "G0504" the run-list file is named G0504RUN3.COM. The
file is activated by typing 9G0504RUM3.

$ ! * • * I M P O R T A N T • * •
$! Search for "+++" to indicate where changes must be made when
$! updating the run list for a new version.

$!

$! THIS COMMAND FILE SETS UP A SEARCH LIST FOR A SYVAC RUN, RUN THE

$! THE EXECUTABLE FILE, AND EXITS RETURNING TO THE DEFAULT DIRECTORY
£ I ,

$!

$! A template for setting up your own search list command file.

$!

$! This template is to be used as a guide in setting up a search list

$! command file. A search list allows you to assign one logical name to

$! refer to several directories simultaneously.

$! There are three sections in this template, separated by rows of

$! asterisks. Sections 1 and 3 are to be left as is. Section 2 is to be

$! modified as required to suit your individual needs.

$!

$! SYVAC3 CC3 biosphere submodel version:

$! 93-SEP-02 VERSION 01A K. DOUGAN ** version B0501

$! 94-OCT-05 VERSION 03A K. DOUGAN ** version B0503

$! 94-NOV-22 VERSION 04A L. DOUGAN ** version B0504

$! ++ + (see line above) {Add new version identification}
$!
$! Show the CPU used.
5 SHOW LOGICAL SYS$N0DE
$!
5 , i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * < * * . . * . * * .

$ !

$! SECTION 1:

$!

$! DO NOT change anything between here and the next row of asterisks. This

$! section determines the name of your default directory and inserts it

$! at the beginning of the search list. Therefore, all your output

$! will be stored in this directory. It also enables you to return to that

$! directory when you are finished using the search list, by typing "MYD".

$!

$! turn off verify

$ PR0C_VER = F$ENVIRONMENT("VERIFY_PROCEDURE")

$ IMAGE_VER = F$ENVIRONMENT("VERIFY_IMAGE")

$ SET NOVERIFY

$! obtain the name of the original default directory

$ SHOW DEFAULT

$ DEFDIR = F$ENVIRONMENT("DEFAULT"}

$! SECTION 2:

$!
$! This DEFINE statement will insert the name of the directory from which

?! you are running this command file at the beginning of the search list.

Figur* 5.6.5/1: "RUNLST.COM" run-list command file corresponding to the
hypothetical submodel changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1. (Continued on
next page.)
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$! All output f i les will be scored in th is directory.
$! Add any other directories that you need in the search l i s t ,
$! using the format indicated in the demonstration line below. Note that
$! the comma and hyphen at the end of the line must be included.
<?• i

$ ! + + + {Revise the list of directories below which are used during stand-alone execution}
$ DEFINE GLOBAL 'DEFDIR', -

[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0S04] , - {List the "top-level" directories before the
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.CC3.CO5O3] , - "include" directory to pick up any Include flies
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0504.INC) , - revised during development)
[ESA_SHR.CC3IMP.BIO.B0504.RUN1]

$!
5, i t * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . i t * * * . * * . . * * * * * . * * . * . * * . . * * * . . , * * * . * , . . . .

$!

$! SECTION 3:

$!

$! This section allows you to return to your original default directory.

$! You simply have to type "MYD".

$! Do not make any modifications to this section.

$!

$! set the global directory

$ SET DEFAULT GLOBAL

$! display the new directory

$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT " The new default area is:"

$ SHOW DEFAULT

$! set the new prompt

$ PMPT= F$TRNLNM("SYS$NODE-) - "::"

$ SET PROMPT="''PMPT'/RUNLST> "

$! provide instructions for abandoning the search list

$ MYD*EFAULT :== @(ESA_SHR.COM]SETDIR 'DEFDIR'

$ WRITE SYS50UTPUT " To abandon the search list, enter:"

$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT • MYDEFAULT or MYD"

5! reset verify

$ TEMP = F$VERIFY(PROC_VER,IMAGE_VER)

$!
$,**. '••'» '»'•"•• '••'• •» <

$!
$! return to default directory

$!

S CLOSE/NOLOG OUTFIL

$ OPEN/WRITE OUTFIL RUNLST.TMP

5 WRITE OUTFIL •$ RUN BIO"

$! + + +
$ WRITE OUTFIL "01" {Revise the case identification If there Is more than one "run"
$ WRITE OUTFIL "N- directory or more than one execution in one directory)
$ CLOSE OUTFIL

$!

$ CLOSE/NOLOG OUTFIL

$ OPEN/WRITE OUTFIL RUNLST.MYD

$ WRITE OUTFIL "$ SET DEF ",DEFDIR

$ WRITE OUTFIL "S SET PROMPT"

$ CLOSE OUTFIL

$!

$! + + +

$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "RUN B I O ==> v e r s i o n o i " {Revise the case Identification to match above)
$ 6RUNLST.TMP
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "MYD"

$ 6RUNLST.MYD
$ MYD
$ DELETE/NOLOG RUNLST.TMP;*

$ DELETE/NOLOG RUNLST.MYD;*

$!

5 EXIT

Figure) 5.6.5/1: "RUNLST.COM" run-list command file corresponding to the

hypothetical submodel changes shown in Figure 5.6.2/1. (Continued from

previous page.)
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APPENDIX - Modelling Algorithm Library Generation 3 (ML3)
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FIGURE A: ML3 structure chart. This structure charts shows all modules which
currently considered ML3 version 3 (ML303). ML3 consists of 3 packages:
ARCODE (assorted routines), FICODE (finite response code), and SICODE
(^.emi-infinite response code). At the bottom-right corner of each module
box are two characters ("AR", "FI" or "SI") indicating the package to
which that particular module belongs.
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